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REFLECTIONS ON THE EDUCATIONAL SCENE OVER THE LAST 60 YEARS

Presidential Addre~s by or. B.A. Fisher

If with a sinking heart you listened to the kindly
introduction of the immediate Past President and inwardly groaned
at what was to follow, I hope you will not be deterred by my
title which I have chosen for this Inaugural Address, for I am
very conscious of the lack of enthusiasm for balks on education,
and would hasten to assure you that, far from being an acadrmic
discourse, I hope to confine my remarks to a few personal
reminiscences and ~ome light-heated commenton my encounter with
education and the changes that have taken place in the schools
since I first entered the field of education.
1979-80 is a propitious year for me in which to have hrid
the honour of serving as your President, for 1980 will mark my
60th anniversary upon tne educational scene, and it may therefore
be considered notinappropriate for me to cast a backward glance
over the changes which have taken place in that time and offer
a few personal thoughts about the circwnstances which have
conditioned those changes.
For these sixty years have seen enormous reforms in the
circumstances in which we prepare our younger generation to
take their places as citizens of this country. In that period
there have been no fewer than 6 major Reports and a corresponding
number of Acts of Parliament which regulate the manner by which
we provide an educational service in this country.
One curious fact that emerges is that virtually every one
of the Reports was published at a time of economic or political
crisis which virtually ensured that the majority of their most
farseeing recommendations were stillborn and the Reports largely
left to gather dust on the shelves of Ministers or Directors
of Education. If it is true that we always fight the latest war
with the weapons and strategy of the previous conflict, it is
even more true that the schools have been compelled by these
same economic and political crises to wage the battle for longer
and better education with the weapons of the last but one Report.
How many of us actually encountered, for example, the new
secondary organisation of the 1930s, or Secondary Modern Schools
of the 1950s recommended respectively in 1926 and 1944? Thus
the Fisher Act of 1918 which was to complete the transfer of
schools from the voluntary bodies to the State, and extend
both compulsory and post-elementary education arrived while
the Great War was still raging1 the lladow Report, The Education
of the Adolescent, which I personally believe to be one of the
most farseeing ever to be published and which really laid the
foundations of our secondary system until 1965 saw the light of
day in 1926, the year of the General Striker its counterpart on
Primary Education, the real predecessor and only true begetter
of Plowden was published in 1931 at the height of the world's
most catastrophic depression, and Spens, with its new and novel
version of the secondary triad appeared at the precise moment
in 1938 when the nation was girding up its loins for the coming
struggle with Nazism and had little time or substance to sp,md
on a reform of its secondary schools. In the event they hati to
wait until 1944 for another Report and an Act of Parliament which
would implement its recommendations,
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nut I am running ahead of myself. Let us now turn back
the pages of history to the year 1920, when I first set foot
within the portals of an infants' school in Durham. The time
was six years before the General Strike and only two after
the end of the Great War. Indeed my earliest· recollections are
of my father returning home from France, still in uniform, and
with a pocketful of seashells picked on the beach at Calais before
embarking, a present for the children that brought bitter
expostulations from my mother as we proceeded to tread them
into the linoleum and rag mats that did service for floorcovering
in those far-off impecunious days. I remember too the toy field
gun he brought us - a marvel of science in those times, for it
actually fired shells by some~rocess of compressed air - and
with which we proceeded with deadly accuracy to decapitate the
lead soldiers we possessed. I cherish too the lace postcards
sent to my mother from France in 1918-19, saved from the destruction of time by an old Havana cigar box, and especially dear to
me since my mother was to die in the same year as this story
opens, and only two months after my schooling began.
When most people of that generation recall their early
schooldays, they almost certainly remember the slate and pencil
with which they were introduced to the mysteries of writing
and figuring (literacy and numeracy in the modern jargon), but
in canny Gateshead, where every old ha'penny was made to count
and where slates and pencils were prizes to be worked for and
earned only on progress, I remember clearly the sandtrays on
which we traced letters and figures in sand before we were
elevated to the dignity of slate and pencil.
Much has been written about the "good old days" and the
"bad old days" of that epoch, and doubtless a valid case could
be made for either standpoint, for the crushing poverty of
those times was to some degree compensated by the ties of family
and neighbourliness which unhappily are less a feature of the
materially better-off world we inhabit today than the one in
which my generation grew up, and which perhaps showed a spark
of life again under the threat of invasion and the trials and
tribulations of bombing during the last war.
Hy family was as poor as the traditional church mouse, but
if times were hard and there was much to endure they also had
much to offer. Hy father brought up a family of seven children
on a wage that was rarely more than E4 per week and all too
frequently a good deal less. Yet .we were never deprived or
underfed. I recall with some amusement a sight of my first
school medical card at about the age of 10 which some unthinking
school nurse placed in my hands and on which I read "small but
undernourished", though I was somewhat disconcerted to find in
another column that I was described as "pigeon-chested" and
which has caused me ever since mentally to compare my not very
manly bosom with that ornithological species whenever I am in
Trafalgar Square.
As a family we may not have enjoyed the luxury of toys or
holidays, let alone travel, but we were always decently clothed,
well-fed and had a plentiful supply of books and reading material,
even though they often took the form of other people's cast-offs
until the public library turned me into an omnivorous reader
and I was able to revel in the embarrassment of choice that.was
then mine.
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If excuse is needed for this digression into my early
history, perhaps the justification might lie in my belief
that my view of education and the circumstances which determined
the line or future development took their rise from the economic
and social condition of England after the Great War and would
not be easily understood at least by a younger generation
without this background.
The elementary school to which I was allocated on a strictly
residential basis proved to my undying gratitude to be one of the
best in the borough, not in terms of building or equipment or
intake; but in its staffing. From the Infants we progressed one institution, divided like Caesar's Gaul into three - through
the Junior Department to Senior Boys (upstairs) and Senior Girls
"(below) where never the twain were to meet, let along fraternise,
separated by a flight of stairs at study and an iron palissade
at play, and although my sister was in the girls' department
while I was a senior I never once met or spoke to her during
those years.
But when I look back on the education that such a school
provided and relate it to the criticism often levelled against
this system, I remain astonished and as a teacher humbled by
the remembrance of the achievements of such a school more than
half a century ago. For it was in 1924 at the tender age of
nine that having passed successively through Infants and Juniors
I found myself a Senior about to embark on the course that was
to lead to the famous Scolarship Examination - the only door
through which a poor child could pass into a Secondary School.
Indeed the first valid criticism of the system, which even
as a child I recognised, was that when in the process of time I
found myself in the local Grammar School it was to discover in
~ form a number of boys and girls, like my friend R.C., whose
mother owned some shares in the old Cunard White Star Line and
who had failed the examination but bought a place for him while
poorer friends were left behind. But imperfect as the system
was, it did provide a mix based upon ability and opportunity for
the ambitious irrespective of financial considerations to
progress up the educational ladder as far as they were able.
The three years I spent in the senior _elementary school
were a revelation. I do not believe that in the whole of a
career spanning almost 40 years I can ever recall a more devoted
staff than I was destined to meet here. 'Daddy' Briggs (a
reference to his paternalism), 'Peg-leg'Johnson - without a T
please! - an unkind recognition of his lameness - Miss Carr and
Hiss Bent •••• hard they could certainly be, perhaps too
unforgiving of peccadilloes and academic weakness, but the care
and devotion they lavished on their charges would serve as a
model even in these days of a so-called caring society. I can
still hear the voice of one of them, urgent at the thought of
wasted time - "you could have written a word" - and recall the
same teacher pouring out precious pennies as his response to
a particularly felicitous answer.
•
Here it was that I learned to worship the role of the teacher,
and here it was, long before I even entered secondary school, that
I announced to my father that that was to be my chosen profession,
a choice from which I never wavered.
5

Within the elementary school a system of promotion existed
whereby for the first two years, standards 3 nnd 4 provided the
run-up to the Scolarship Examination and from thence standards
5-6-7-Y.7 continued to educate those whom the ravages of the
examination had left behind until their schoolinq ended at 14.
But when it wad discovered that I had had the teme~ity to be
born on the first day of September when the age limit for the
examination was August 31st; it was made clear that I would
not be allowed to take the examination until the following year.
And so, by a series of 3-monthly promotions, I passed successively
through all the intermediate classes and actually reached X7
before I left for the secondary school, picking up on the way
Algebra to simultaneous equation standard, geometry, Shakespeare
(200 lines to be got by heart) and a love for the purity and
accuracy of English Grammar which has haunted me ever since.
The arithmetic papers we were required to cope with were certainly
up to the present-day level of 3rd or even 4th year Grammar School,
and the other subjects ~ere at a comparable standard.
The Grammar School in which I found myself was typical of
the times, a fairly sober but by no means a dull institution,
rooted in the house and prefectorial system and with the road for
the ambitious clearly mapped out and signposted, Matriculation,
lligher School Certificate and then University or the professions.
But University was a difficult hurdle in those days of scarcity
of places, economic depression and unemployment - the young man
who daily delivered the buns to the Union Refectory was reputed
to be a graduate of the same university, and many a good scholar
was deflected from his course by this obstacle. Would-be teachers
would sometimes seek appointment as student-teachers at a salary
of £16 per year until a place could .be found in.a Dept. of
Education in the university, and it was in this uay that I was
first alerted to a peculiar and developing trend in education.
There is a tendency to forget that progressive education was not
a product of the last generation and that the worst elements of
the American interpretation of Dr. Spock and Prof. Dewey stalked
this land in the 1930s. It was while awaiting the result of a·
scholarship exam that I decided to play for safety and enrolled
as a student teacher, and thereby came up against the first ultraprogressive 11.M. Inspector who blandly asserted as an article of
faith that if a boy was not interested in any particular lesson
who was I to prevent him amusing himself by knocking nails in the
classroom floor and thereby preventing him from developing his ego.
It was about the same time that I had my first insight into child
psychology, a kind of Rousseau-ish negative education. A motherly
hen of a teacher, in charge of a class of 7-year-olds to which I
had been assigned provided the scenario. A small boy, recognised
by all as not being entirely normal and awaiting transfer to an•
E.S.N. centre, arrived one day resplendent in a new sailor uniform,
complete with ribbon and badge on his hat as becomes one of Nelson's
men. Unable to follow the lesson, and overcome with love of his
new acquisition, the teacher's voice was punctuated by little
thuds as at regular intervals the little lad opened and closed
his desk lid to gaze at his new wonder. At last mother hen could
bear it no longer, lifted the lid and flung the offending article
into the corner nearest the door. Not a word passed between them,
and the lesson proceeded undisturbed until the bell went for
playtime. As the little boy pasaed through the door he retrieved
his hat and disappeared into the playground. Recreation over,
the class returned to its room. The little boy entered in his
turn, took off his hat, and with a sideways glance at his teacher
threw the object of her displeasure into the saMe corner and
quietly resumed his seat. The whole of this scene was once again
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played in total silence, but the youngster walked calmly to his
place with the grave insouciance of one whos~ duty had plainly
been seen to have been done.....
.
In the interests of time and your long-suffering patience,
I pass over the years of my academic studies and teacher-training,
over the years of my military service to a remembrance of the
state of the schools which confronted us after the havoc of wnr
and its attendant inroads into education. Earlier I referred
to the Norwood Report of 1943 which was followed by the White
Paper on Educational Reconstruction whose major recommendations
were embodied, with almost indecent haste as the Times of the
day noted, within the Butler Education Act of 1944 •. It had taken
half a century of struggles, three major Reports and a World l·lar
with its ABCA pamphlets and its slogan of Secondary Education for
All to convince the nation that a radical reforM of the schools
was long overdue. So in the best tradition of British progress
we went back to the Spens Report of 1938 for our model for the
future. Alas for man's pretensions! We have noted earlier the
peculiar timing of all our major educational proposals, and
recognised the economic or political circumstances which nullified
most of their recommendations. If lladow in 1926 and Spens in 1938
were largely discounted for these reasons, the Butler Act of 1944
could scarcely have come at a worse moment. Ellen Wilkinson,
the "wee Ellen" and darling of the Labour Party who became first
Minister of Education in the new Labour Administration of 1945,
admitted that the passage of the Act and the raising of the
school-leaving age to 15 were more an act of faith than an
achievable objective. And the future was to show that most of
the ills that afflicted the education system from 1944 onwards
owed their origin not to some deep-laid plot to keep the children
of the workers from a participation in secondary education as they
understood it, but to the problems created by the loss of 3 million
homes, countless factories and a bankrupt exchequer.
For those of us returning from the Forces to the educational
scene, the immediate postwar years were filled with a struggle to
get the children back to acceptable standards. But the fine
promises of three equal secondary schools enjoying eguality of
treatment in terms of staffing and.equipment was patently
unrealisable. The newly created r1odern Schools were for the most
part the old senior elementary schools in Victorian buildings
with the same elementary teachers vainly trying to cope with
syllabus for which they had not heen trained and limited to
textbooks and equipment of their pre-war elementary code. The
proud new Technical High Schools too often turned out to be the
old Central or Junior Technical Schools under a new name, unable
to fulfill the dreams of their creators or the aspirations of
parents through no fault of their own.
Finally, the whole system was bedevilled by the dream of
the theorists that if a school was freed from the shackles of
external examinations it would be free to develop untrammelled
along meaningful and truly educational paths. The anger of parents
who believed that they were the dupes of unfulfilled government
promises and the reaction of the schools were predictable. Within'
a very short period of time pupils were being entered for a whole
plethora of local or nationally sponsored examinations, and I
recall with certain ironic pleasure Directors of Education happily
handing out prizes and certificates at Prize oar~ to pupils who
had been successful in examinations the Authorit}• had forbidden
them to take! It was not until 1965 that the stupidity of this
prohibition was recognised and the Deloe Report finally established
the c.s.E,
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One of the few good things that emerged during this
period was the replacement of the 5-subject Matriculation
examination, under which if a pupil was unfortunate to fail
any one subject he received no award at all, by the G.C.E.
which recorded the subjects in which each candidate had scored
a pass. But since the G.C.E. was denied to Modern School pupils
it was of little comfort to them or their parents.
The discrimination exercised between the Grammar and the
Modern School reached the kind of ludicrous proportions that
prevented modern school pupils in a reorganised school from
receiving the same capitation grant as his Grammar School counterpart and instructions being given to the school nurse that on no
account was she to examine the heads of grammar school pupils
but to confine her attention to those of the modern school.
Clearly things could not be allowed to continue in this
way and the demand for yet another reorganisation became ever
more clamant. In 1965 the Labour Government of the day decided
to make comprehensive education binding upon all L.E.As. It
remains to be seen what the present Conservative Government
will do to this regulation.
Meanwhile a subtle change had come over the schools. The
postwar credo that education was at least as much a process of
socialisation as of imparting knowledge often led to a positive
attack upon formal teaching and an undue emphasis on the school
as a surrogate home. I reca\l at the height of this phase a
teacher-training colleague gravely asserting that in the schools
of the future it might well be the task of the teacher to bath
and feed their charges before beginning to teach them. The
extent to which some of the sociologists often denigrated
formal teaching and concentrated .so much of their energy on
functions that were more properly the domain of the home and the
welfare agencies was such that newly qualified teachers ran the
risk of having little to offer pupils but care and affection.
The new philosophy - we teach children,· not subjects - was
clearly open to the charge that it led to the neglect of the
very purpose for which schools were created and for which parents
sent their children to them.
Such new ideas breed new organisation, and in the heyday
of innovatory teaching there sprang into being fanily-grouping,
team-teaching, integrated timetabling and other schemes aimed
at breaking down the traditional classroom and what was sometimes, usually on the other side of the Atlantic, referred to
as the eggbox classroom arrangement. Now the sad thing is that
there is much to be said for a review of the way we have
traditionally organised our schools and the things we teach in
them, but such concepts as Open Education, Open Planning and
the like and the theory on which they are based should be
neither the economist's dream of saving building costs nor
the unthinking licence which some call freedom to develop. All
too often the latest fads have come from America, where the
findings of some of their laboratory schools, expensively
equipped, generously staffed and seeking the solution to
problems largely alien to this country, have, when translated
to a foreign soil, shown up many of the anomalies and their
unsuitability, which practising teachers in this country were
quick to realise. If, for example, you can imagine a young
and inexperienced teacher vainly trying to inculcate into her
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charges a love of poetry, or music while a few yards away,
in an Open Plan school, children engaged in Woodwork,
Metalwork and llome Economics all at the same time, the
resulting Devil's kitchen which I am confident you can conjure
up is to say the least inimical to the spirit of the Muse and
is guaranteed to bring on either a nervous collapse or a speedy
search for a more formal school on the part or the teacher.
And this is a pity, for there is much good to he extracted
from new school planning, providing it is done by the specialists
and not by the back-room boys and the theorists.
Let me assure you that the picture I have just drawn for
you is far from being a figment of an overheatr.d imagination
and has been encountered on a number of occasions both within
the immediate area and throughout the country. That it is a
world-wide phenomenon is evident by an experience I had in
Canada, when a young and enthusiastic teacher ·Journeyed all
the way from British Columbia to New Brunswick to join a project
that I was teaching on the theme of Open Education, and.who,
in general discussion, asked why I considered it necessary to
spend so much time on the preliminary preparation. His Principal,
we were informed, had merely stalked into the staff CO1'1!11On room
one Friday and announced that the school was switching over to
Open Education the following tlonday. The class of experienced
teachers were aghast and asked why then he had made the 6000
mile round trip to attend that course, to which he gravely
replied that so much chaos and loss of real te~ching had ensued
that the same Principal had encouraged him to come to N.B. to
find out what had gone wrong!
The second and last danger with which schools of the era
have been confronted was the rise of technology and the
emergence of the teacher-technocrat in our schools. Instead of
film, radio, t.v., gramophone and tape-recorders being used as
adjuncts to the teacher, there has been a move among some to
supplant staff with all these new gadgets, and a tendency on
the part of some to use these aids whenever there is a shortage
of qualified staff. Anyone who has seen the results of this
on Modern Language teaching, for instance, will be aware of
the danger of such a procedure. For in the final analysis there
is no substitute for the real live, and lively, teacher in the
classroom, and it is on this note that I would end.
Sixty years in schools and almost 40 in teaching have
taught me to be wary of fashionable trends without thorough
investigation and trial - the Head Master of one who gave in to
the enthusiastic but inexperienced younger members of his staff
and against his better judgment agreed to introduce Team
Teaching into the school, only to learn two terms later that
all the leaders had either left to take up other appointments
or to have babies, confided sadly that, with hindsight, he
ought perhaps not to have given in to their enthusiasm without
first covering his rear, and-that with the end of the year the
school was to revert to its traditional pattern. I am sure you
will have noted that it was not the system which had failed
him but the lack of overall preparation and planning needed to
ensure the success of the scheme.
Experience too has taught me that all the newest gadgets
in a world of technological wonders are no substitute for the
well-trained and dedicated teacher, and that the starry-eyed
theoreticians with their ivory tower dreams of new magic
formulae to solve old-fashion problems need to be treated with
the caution their schemes dcser~e. Perhaps a moratorium on
9

all writers of educational theory until they have had at
least five years current teaching in a classroom ~ight do
much to quell the ardour of those who write so frequently and
at such length on the way to run a successful school.
Earlier this evening I promised to try to avoid boring
you with these reminiscences, but I fear that my enthusiasm for
the subject may well have been too strong for me. ·In the
circumstances, all I can hope is that you will recall Puck's •
closing appeal to his audience and that I can say with him:
"If these shadows have offended, .think but this and all is
mended: that you have but slumbered here, while this vision did
appear; and this weak and idle theme, no more yielding than a
dream." And like Puck, too, I make this promise to my wider
audience, that if now I escape the serpent's tongue, I will,
in expiation, keep all the future introductions it will be my
role to perform of the eminent people who will address you
during this session as brief as courtesy and respect for their
distinction will allow.
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THE USE OF LICHENS FOR DATING WALLS IN BRADGATE PARK,
LEJCESTERSIIIDE
by J.R. Laundon
Th1s paper is dadlcated to the 111emor9 of l'.JI. Sowter (1899-1972), who"'""
for rnan9 decades the leading 11utlrorlt9 ·on Lelcesterslllre cr!]ptogm'llc bot.im1.
SUHM/\RY

The lichen flora of the siliceous rock!! in the walls of llrndgate rark
can be readily U!led to demonstrate walls of differing age, but not their
actual dates of con!ltruction. The 19th century wall!! are colonised by
pioneer conmrunlties in which Lecanora sorallfera (in well-lit situations)
and L. conlzaeoldes Un slightly shaded situations) play important rofos.
Older walls are d0111inated by the Lecanorr.tunt ruplcolae stable c0111munity
in which Lecanora ruplcola and L. gangalcoldes are abuncfant, which 11ppan•ntly
take!! at least 200 years to reach full development. The LPcanoretu~
ruplcolae community is confined to the north and west boundary walls bulJ t
chiefly of markfieldite, which were originally mortared and therefore
subjected to a calcareous run-off. The11e walls are attributed to the 17th
or 18th centuries, probably the former, and a map of the date11 of all th~
walls, based on a comparison of lichen and literature evidence, is inclmled.
l!nlblllcarletunt pustulatae is the natural climax on silicP.OU!I rock11 at
Bradgate, but has nowhere colonisl"d the walls. The recognition of seral
units (i.e. stages in a succession) in saxicolous lichen vegetation should
provide useful evidence to help with the dating of wall!! elsewhere.

1,

INTROOOCTION

The dating of utilitarian structures, from dovecotes
to warehouses, is often a difficult matter, hs an example,
many visitors to Dradgate Park pass the fine paclchorse
bridge at hnsteya "Hoskins suggests £• 1500, Jervoise the
late Cl7 as the date" (Pevsner, 19601 47). Important
buildings are, of course, easily dated by their architectural style. Duildings and constructions with no
architecturnl qualities are often dated only with difficulty,
and various kinds of evidence must be used. Stone boundary
walls are generally lacking in architectural features, and
the possibility of using lichens as an indicator of their
date is obviously something which should receive serious
consideration. The dating of boundary walls is often a
fundamental requirement for studies in landscape history,
and lichenology is potentially of practical application in
this important basic research.
Lichens have already been successfully employed for
the dating of recently exposed rock surfaces, nuch as
glacier forelands, by a method cnlled lichenomntry in
which the sizes of lichen thalli are compared with
11

measured growth rates (Deschel, 1961). The chief work on
the application of lichenometry to man-made structures is
the study by Follmann (1962) of the age of the statues on
Easter Island in the Pacific Ocean. The use of lichens for
dating boundary walls does not appear to have been previously
investigated, although it has been suggested elsewhere
(Brooks, 19771 27) • The other common form of boundary, the
hedgerow, is now often readily approximately datable by the
number of shrub flowering plants present (Pollard et al.
19741 79 - 85), and it would obviously be useful if lichens
could be used for dating walls in a similar manner.
In order to investigate the use of lichens for dating
walls it was necessary to choose a suitable site. Dradgate
Park in Charnwood Forest, Leicestershire, was known to have
extensive acid walls with a good lichen flora, and it was
therefore selected as the area for study. The lichens of
the park were already well documented (Hawksworth and
Walpole, 1966) so that preliminary studies were unnecessary.
Moreover, the park is of importance for lichens in tha't
several saxicolous species (e.g.
DerrMtocarpon weberl

(l\ch.) Hann, (D. fluvlat1le (lfeber) Th.Fr.),
Lasailla pustulata (L.) H~rat (Umblllcarla pustulata (L.) lloffm. I,
Lecanora badla (Pers.) l\ch. L.gangal,,oldes Nyl., Parmella lncurva
(l'ers.) Fr., Verrucarla aethlobola Wahlenb. ex l\ch.),

all characteristic of highland Britain, reach their southeastern limits in England at Bradgate. The value of
medieval parks as lichen habitats containing a relict
corticolous flora is emphasised by Rose (1976), who also
points out (p.290) "that many medieval deer parks •••
were formed from relict areas of the primeval wilderness
still existing at the time of their formation, which
contained at least some fragments of primary forest".
Unfortunately Bradgate Park suffers from air pollution
from Leicester; only 7 km to the south-east, and elsewhere, so that the corticolous lichen flora is now pcor
and only Lecanora conlzacoldes
Nyl.
ex Crombie is common
on trees. Fortunately saxicolous lichens are much less
affected by air pollution, and there is no direct evidence
that the lichen vegetation of the walls at Bradgate is
impoverished to any extent by sulphur dioxide. Accidental
fires in the bracken also appear to have had little effect
on the saxicolous lichen vegetation, because it is often
well developed on the lower parts of the walls, many of
which are protected by a ditch.
The park is situated in the parish of Newtown Linford
in grid squares 43/50 to 51. In the park is Bradgate
House, built of brick c. 1490 - 1505 (Pevsner, 19601 70),
but long a ruin. There is low ground by the River Lin at
81 m (266 ft), rising steeply to the north to 212 m (697
ft). The soil is chiefly sandy with an acidic reaction,
with scattered siliceous rock outcrops especially on the
higher parts. The rainfall is c. 675 - 760 mm (see
llawksworth and Walpole, 19661 48). The vegetation is
12

dominated by bracken Pter1dlum aqu1l1num, but old pollarded
oaks (ouercus) are scattered over the lower ground, whilst
there are several plantations at higher levels (Fig. 1).
The vegetation is still grazed by large herds or follow
deer Dama dama and red deer Cervus elaphus•
The park was in existence by 1241 (Cantor, 19721 19),
and although open to the public from c. 1928, it still
maintains the essential character of a medieval deer-park,
little altered in recent centuries. Bloxam's (1829• 28)
description could have been written today, "It is mostly
covered with the common fern or brakes, (pterls aqui llna)
and the projecting bare and abrupt rocks rising out here
and there, with a few scattered gnarled and shivered oaks
in their last stage of decay, present a scene of wildness
and desolation." The main fieldwork was carried out in
Hay 1978, and all lichen records are of this date unless
otherwise stated. Nomenclature of species follows
Jlawksworth, James and Coppins (1980), except for a few
revisions. Communities are named according to Barkman
etaJ. (1976).

2.

THE WALLS

There are about 20 km (12.5 miles) of walls in
Bradgate Park, all of acid stone. Host of them arc 1.7 m
(5.5 ft) or 1.8 m (6 ft) tall, although one (around Thorn
Spinney) reaches only 1.2 m (4 ft)s they are mostly 0.7 0.9 m thick at the base, tapering to about 0.6 - 0.7 m
across at the top. A band of throughs (i.e. large single
stones placed across the width) occurs in some of the wnllss
it is confined to the top beneath the coping, where it forms
a covcrband built projecting ou~wards on one side like a
sill((Plate 2), chiefly in order to dissuade deer from
attempting to jump the wall.
The main walls (Fig. 1) are as follows,
1.
The park boundary wall (Plate 1) extending nround the
park except for a short stretch of tall fencing by
Dimmingsdalc Plantation, a part apparently never walled
(see below). It is rather variable in construction, mostly
rather rough and undulatihg. The southern part of the
eastern boundary, from 536097 to 532095, has a projecting
coverband, a feature absent from the remainder of the
boundary wall.

2.
The division wall cutting across the park from the
south-west to the north-c"ast. It is rather crude and
irregular, bulging in many pl.,cm:i, with a discontinuous
projecting coverband on the eastern stretch and also here
with extensive remains of earth packing beneath the coping,
although often the topstones arc lost, smoots (i.e.
openings in the base) and larger openings give it some
cha~actcr. There are also two similar walls at rightlJ
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angles to link with Bradgate House gardens.
3.
The plantation walls (Plate 2) enclosing seven
plantations on the north aide of the park, and two
plantations in the south-east comer. rhose around the
northern plantations are identical with one another, and
are of a refined gently curving construction, with.a
prominent projecting coverband beneath. the-coping stones.
The two plantation walls in the south-east are also wellbuilt, but are shorter and have no projecting_coverband.
Host of the walls are built of crystal lithic tuff
(i.e. volcanic ash), a hard dark rock which splits easily.
This predominates in the geology of the north part of the
park and is common elsewhere in Chamwood. The park
boundary wall (Plate 1) also contains slightly lightercoloured, generally larger, blocks,of a hard intrusive
igneous rock known locally as markfieldite;which is a
quartz diorite. The markfieldite underlies the southern
part of Dradgate Park, and also occurs in several places
between Groby and Stanton under Bardon, where it is
extensively quarried. Both types of rock produce an acid,
mineral-poor, water run-off. A detailed account of the
rocks of the park is given by Ford (1975). Extensive
remains of mortar occur in the north and west park boundary
walls to produce a calcareous run-off, and also in the east
boundary wall separating the park from Cropston Reservoir,
where the effects of any run-off are much less apparent.
All walls elsewhere are of dry construction.
There are also some minor walla'which are mostly
heavily ·mortared and were therefore excluded from the lichen
survey, These include.a pheasant hatchery.enclosure 2.4 m
.(8 ft) tall to the south-west of the ruins of Dradgate House,
a ha-ha wall between Bradgate House and Deer Barn, the walls
of Bradgate House and gardens, and those of Old John Tower.
and nearby stable, etc. Thus only boundary walls, in the
broad sense, were_ studied for this sur:vey~
3.

'IltE LICHEN FLORA

The llchens of the walls were studied throughout the
parks it should be noted that only the park-facing surfaces
were critically examined, and not, for example, the fieldfacing sides or the boundary-walls or the inner sides of the
pJantation walls. The survey showed that the lichen vegetation
on the walls consists mainly of two distinct crustaceous
types1 pioneer open communities and a stable~ closed
community. Their composition is.illustrated by the use of
quadrats (Tables 1 and 2).
The pioneer communities are dominated by fast-growin9
inconspicuous greenish, often sorediate, lichens (Table 1).
Lecanora soralJEera (L. JntrJcata var. soralJEera} is
generally dominant in well-lit situations, whereas
15
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west boundary wall of Bradgate Park at SK521102 in 1978. All the
stones are+ dark grey but the.stable community Lecanoretum
rupicolae creates large whitish qreas on the lower parts to denote
the original walling of mortared Markfieldite, 17th or possibly 18th
century. The dark areas of the wall are colonised by inconspicuous
greenish pioneer lichens and denote the parts which have been rebuilt
with crystal lithic tuff from the early 19th century onwards.
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Plate 2.

Wall of Old John Spinney, Bradgate Park, at SK524112 in 1978. The
gently curving walls of the northern plantations are of superior
construction to those elsewhere in the park, and have a projecting
coverband below the coping stones. They were built of crystal lithic
tuff in the second quarter of the 19th century by Thomas Frith. They
are colonised by inconspicuous greenish lichens forming pioneer
communities.

T/\BLE 1

Pioneer lichen communities on vertical surfaces of walls
at Bradgate Pa{k• ouadrats 40 x 40 ems cover according
to Domin scale •
1

/lcarospora Cu.sea ta(Nyl. )Arnold
llul lla tuberculosa (Sm. )P .,Tames

2

·.3

5

4

3

4

3

4

Lecanora badl a (Pers. )Ach.'
L. conlzaeoldes Nyl. ex Crombie

4

L. polytropa (Hoffm.)Rabenh.

2

L. ruplcola (L. )Zahlbr.

2

L. soral1£era (Suza)RllsSnen

4

Lecldea orosthea (Ach.)1\ch.

(L.)DC.

Green algae
Total plant cover(%)

1.
2.

J.
4.
5.
6.

3

B

3

4

2

2

6

2

2

1
7

3

4

6

7

2

5

2

rs1lolech1a luc1da (/\eh. )H. Choisy
Rh1zocarpon geograph1cu•

4

6

-

3

2

4

4

3

4

2

2

90

90

80

90

85

90

SK 5211011 park boundary walls east-facings 120
above ground. Well-lit.
SK 52110lr park boundary wallJ east-facings 80
above ground. Shaded by rraxlnus.
SK 5221001 park boundary walls east-facings 85
above ground. Well-lit.
SK 5221001 park boundary walls east-facings 35
above ground. Shaded by crataegus.
SK 523100s division walls north-facings 115 cm
above ground. Hell-lit.
no cm
SK 5291021 division walls south-facings
above ground. Well-lit.

*Domin scales
2.
1. One or two individuals
3. Frequent but low cover (<1/20) 4.
6.
5. Cover 1/5 - 1/4
B.
7. Cover 1/3 - 1/2
10.
9. Cover 3/4 - 9/10
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cm
cm
cm
cm

Sparsely distributed
Cover 1/20 - 1/5
Cover 1/4 - 1/3
Cover 1/2 - 3/4
Cover complete or
almoRt so.

TABLE 2
Stnble lichen community, Lecanoretum ruplcolae, on
vertical cast-facing surface of west boundary wall of
Dradgate Park. Quadrats 40 x 40 cm1 cover according to
Domin scale.
4
3
5
1
2
Buellla aethalea (Ach.)Th.Fr.

6

3

*Caloplaca cltrlna (Hoffm. )Th .Fr.

1

llullla tuberculosa (Sm. )P .James

3

1

fLecanora gangaleoldes Nyl.

4

2

5

2

5

3

L. ruplcola (L.)Zahlbr.

8

8

5

6

7

8

3

4

L. soral1£era (Suza)RSsSnen
Lecldea orosthea (Ach. )Ach.
*Leprarla lncana

2
2

2

(L. )Ach.

4

4

1

Rhlzocarpon geographicum (L.)DC.

Total plant cover(%)

SK 521101 I 60 cm above ground.

2.

SK 5211011 80 cm above ground.

J.

SK 521101 I 40 cm above yround.

4.

SK 522111 I 75 cm above ground.

5.

SK 5221081 40 cm above ground.

6.

SK 5211031 75 cm above ground.

4

3

90

1.

1

85

70

95

85

* on mortar in cleft.
tThis species is orten sparsely fertile in Dradgate
Park1 the identity of sterile thalli was confirmed
with the identification of lichen substances using
thin-layer chromatography.
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L. conlzaeoldes becomes abundant in slightly shaded
situations, such as where a wall is overhung by trees.
Other locally common species in the pioneer communities
include Uullla tuberculosa (Lecldea tumlda},
Lecanora Polytropa and Rhl zocarpon geographlcum
( "subsp.
prospectans" (Rlislinen) D. llawksw. & Sowter), all of wh1cn
occur in well-lit situations,as well as green algae.
Leprarla lncana and Ps1lolech1a luclda (Lecldea luclda}.
are important in deep shade. Pioneer communities are
present on all walls throughout the park.

These communities in well-lit situations may perhaps

be referred to the Lecldeetum 11thoph1lae Wirth (19691 201),

a community of exposed siliceous rocks (see James et al.,
19771 371), whilst on walls under trees the Lecanoretum
p1tgreae Barkman (19581 363) (proposed to the Nomenclature
Commission for correction to Lecanoretum conlzaeoldls
Barkman nom. mut. in accordance with Art. 45 (see Barkman
et al., 1976 ) predominates, as it does on the trees
themselves. Another pioneer community, the B1atoretum'
lucldae Schade ex Klement (19501 254) ( BlatoretoChaenothecetum Schade 19241 ( 58) nomen nudum [Art. 7],
B1atorPtum lucldae Schade [19341 20] nomen nudum [Art. 7),
Lecldeetum lucldae Wirth [19721 118] - to be rejected under
Art. 30), occurs on the walls, but is rather poorly
represented.
The stable crustaceous community is ~enerally
dominated by Lecanora ruplcola(L. sordlda} and
L. gangaleoldes, especiallr the former (Table 2)1 it
comprises a conspicuous wh tish-grey covering (Plate 1).
It is considered to represent a culmination in view of its
¼ closed and constant nature, and because it occurs on old
parts of walls below rebuilding, on which pioneer
communities are present. It belongs to the association
Lecanoretum sordldae Hilitzer (19241 117 - 118), corrected
from "asociace Lecanora sordlda" in accordance with Art. 141
this name has been proposed to the Nomenclature Commission
for correction to Lecanoretum ruplcolae Hilitzer nom. mut.
in accordance with Art. 45 which deals with synonyms, a
nnme already used for this community by Wirth (19721 166) •
This association is generally found in Britain on slightly
nutrient-enriched exposed siliceous rocks (see James et al.,
19771 379).

The survey showed that the Lecanoretum ruplcolae is
confined to the north and west boundary walls of the park,
chiefly on markfieldi te, which were originally mortared.
It is possible thnl the markfieldite is better colonised
by U1e community than is the crystal lithic tuff. The
mortar has given rise to a calcareous run-off which has
clearly promoted the fine development of the Lecanoretum
ruplcolael old mortar is still present and well preserved
in the north boundary wall at the eastern end adjoining
llallgn te Hill Spinney, but elsewhere it has been eroded
20

away and is therefore now often inconspicuous (Plate 1),
but can still be detected within the wall. The stable
nature of the Lecanoretum rup1colae, and its presence on
parts of walls below rebuilding, indicates that it denotes
the oldest walling of that studied in the park.
The community also occurs on the heavily-cemented wall
of a former stable, probably late 18th century, immediately
below the tower of Old JohnJ here Lr.canora rup1cola is
associated with L. atra, instead of L. gangaleo1des.
L. rup1colii is occasionally also present in the pioneer
communities (Table 1) usually with rather small thalli,
and indeed at 529102 on the south side of the division wall
it achieves a good scattered covering. This suggests that
the undisturbed pioneer communities may possibly be partly
replaced by the Lecanoretum rup1colne in the course of time.
Only Lec1dea orosthea and Rh1zocarpon geographlcum appear
to be equally conunon in both the pioneer and the stable
vegetation.
In a· few places foliose lichens predominate, where
humidity is sufficiently high, on the projecting coverband
and coping of sections of wall• Parmel1a saxatllls (L.)l\ch,,
for example, is locally abundant on the wall of Deer Park
Spinney and frequent on those of Dale Spinney and Bowling
Green Spinney, whilst P. lncurva.(Pcrs.)Fr. is locally
abundant on the walls of DcerPark Spinney and Sliding
Stone Enclosure, but scarce on that of Bowling Green SpinnPy
and on the wall running nort-h from Dradgatc House. This
lichen is of particular interest in that it appears to be
a new arrival in the park, first recorded as rccent1y·as
1968 (Hawksworth and Sowter, 19691 56)J Coppins (19781 25)
remarked that it is "becoming increasingly common in
moderately polluted areas." The eastern part of the
division wall, and the adjoining sections with Bradgate
House, is noteworthy for the abundance of Cl11donla cocc1£era
(L.)Willd. amongst abundant Polgtrlchum plllferum Hedwig
on the compacted sandy earth which forms a packing in
places, associated with the cladonla are·Lecldea granulosa
(Hoffm.)l\ch. and !-eprarla lncana, both scarce.
Species noted from the walls studied which did not
·occur in the quadrats and which have not been mentioned
elsewhere in this account are Candelarlella vltelllna •
(Hoffm.)Hull.Arg. local on several walls, Lecanora atra
( Huds.) l\ch. on mortared parts of the north boundary wall,
Lecldea sulphurea (Hoffm.)Wahlenb. locally abundant on
mortared parts of north boundary wall and scarce on west
bounday wall, Ochrolechla parella (L.)Hassal. two plants
on north boundary wall in 1974 and one on west boundary
wall in 1979, Parme11a glabratula subsp. fullglnosa (Fr.
ex Duby)Lnundon local on several walls, and Xanthorla
aureola auct. several plants at Hallgates in 1979 •. It
should be remarked that the survey was not intended to
record all the species on all the walls, and doubtless a
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few present were not noted. However, the lichen flora
present today agrees with that recorded by Sowter (19501 6),
whose list evidently refers to part of the north boundary
wall by llallgate Hill Spinney. Unfortunately, the study
by Hawksworth and Walpole (19661 Table II) of the cover of
lichens on the boundary wall contains several errors of
determination which can be attributed to the authors•
inexperience at that date,
It may be assumed that the walls are mostly colonised
by lichens from the neighbouring rock outcrops, although
the latter have a rather different lichen vegetation (see
below) on account of their much greater age, different
disposition, etc. Nevertheless, a direct comparison between
the lichen floras of the outcrops with that of the walls
would be an interesting subject for future research.
4.

COMPARISON OF LITERATURE AND LICHEN
EVIDENCE FOR DATING PURPOSES

It is essential to compare the lichen flora of the
walls, and the indication it bears to their history, with
the published records of their building. It should be noted
that the lichens were studied before the literature search,
in order to avoid a prejudiced approach.
Dradgate Park "was in existence as early as 1241
I, 23)" (Cantor, 19721 19) but was
"relatively small" at that time. It was "extended to the
south by Thomas Grey in 1499" (Forsyth, 19751 7) and
apparently re~~ined this size until a piece on the east
side was purchased in 1866 (Storey, 18951 105) for the
construction of Cropston Reservoir. No further alterations
have been made to the size of the park since that date,
(llastlngs HSS.

The park boundary was in many respects the rnost
important feature of a medieval park. "In order to retain
the deer••• it had to be completely and securely enclosed.
This was done by an internal ditch, a substantial earthen
bank or linear mound topped by a wooden pale, quickset
hedge or more rarely by a stone wall. Undoubtedly the
problem of maintaining an effective barrier was the chief
expense of a park" (Steane, 19751 213). In medieval times
Dradgate Park was enclosed "by vertical pales of oak•••
for accounts still exist of the ••• ·•palemakerof the park
of Dradgate• "(Forsyth, 19751 6). Leland (quoted in
Nichols, 18041 667) mentions no walls at Bradgate, and it
is probable that the park was still fenced during the 16th
century.
The earliest reference to stone walls at Dradgate is
found in Throsby (17891 119 - 120) who stated that the
park was "walled round for the most part" and that at
Dradgate House the "garden walls are, in part, remaining,"
Nichols (18041 680) confirmed this statement. Thus in the
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late 18th century the park boundary was partly walled and
still partly fenced. The statement by Forsyth ( 19751 29)
that "the nineteenth century saw some changes in the
appearance of the park. In the early half of lhe century
the wooden fences which enclosed the park were replaced by
dry stone walls" is therefore incorrect, and is probably
based on a statement in Ellis (MS1 5) which stated that
"the whole park, until the end or the 10th century, was
fenced in ••• probably by vertical pales or oak."
What
appears lo have happened in the early 19th century is that
the existing park boundary walls were extensively restored,
and new dry walls.were constructed to replace the old
fenced portions, except for the short stretch by Dimmingsdale Plantation. The walling had been completed by at
least c. 1840, because Potter (10421 119) stated that the
park is now "bounded by a wall or nearly seven miles in
length." Moreover, c. D. Martin implied that almost the
whole park was walled by this date, for he stnted thnt
original palings remained only at Dimmingsdale Plantation
•• just in my father• s time" (i.e. in William Mnrtin' s time,
1795 - 1845) (see Ellis, MS, 5).
It is evident that the boundary walls present in the
18th century which Throsby mentions are clearly denoted by
their lichen flora. These are the extensive parts
covered by the whitish stable Lecanoretum ruplcolae
community on the formerly mortared walls built chiefly
or markfieldite (Plate 1). This lichen community is
confined to the norU1 and west boundary walls and
therefore denotes that these two walls are the oldest in
the park. They would appear to be 17th or 10th century
in date, of which the late 17th century is probably the
most likely, for at this time "life at Bradgale House
probably reached its zenith" (Forsyth, 1975, 22) before
decay occurred after 1739 (Pevsner, 19601 71), which
ultimately left the house in the ruinous stale of today,
although the park was still maintained. The east and
south boundary walls are colonised by pioneer lichen
communities, thus indicating a much lRter date of
construction. The coverband in part of the east wall also
indicates a later date, as "throughstones were not used
in walls until the 18th century" (Brooks, 19771 28).
The presence of the Lecanoretum ruplcolae community
not only denoles the two oldest WRlls, but also indicates
which parts of those walls are in their original state.
The extensive rebuilding and restoration work from the
early 19th century onwards, mostly of dry construction of
crystal lithic luff, is clearly denoted by its dark colour
due to colonisation by inconspicuous greenish pioneer
lichens, which contrasts strongly with the white lichen
covering on the original walling (Plate 1). The extr.nsive
stonework now occupied by pioneer lichen communities
indicates that perhaps about half the total area of the
two original walls have subsequently been rebuilt.
23

Indeed, in places as at 522100, the Lecanoretum ruplcolae
is present only on occasional basal stones, showing that a
later wall was built on old footings.
The earliest reference to division walls is found in
Bloxam (18291 28) who remarked that the park was "formed
into several divisions by means of stone walls, the
materials of which arc found on the spot." Potter (18421
119) also commented on these divisions, "The present Park
••• is also subdivided into several walled lawnds, some of
which arc of very ancient inclosure." I\ laund is a treeless area
within a park, used as pasture (Rackham, ·1976).It is probable that
the divisions were originally fenced, and from Bloxam•s
account it is evident that the palings had been replaced
with walls by the early 19th century. The remaining
division wall cuts across the park in a straight line,
to turn abruptly northwards below Coppice Plantation at
which juncture it finishes. Potter (18421 opposite 1)
showed this wall on his map, and indicated that at that
time it carried on northwards to terminate at the park
boundary near Hallgates (Fig. 1), thus serving to divide
the park into a high barren half and a low sheltered half.
Park divisions were commonly used to separate the fallow
and red deer (Cantor, 19721 13 - 14), both of which were
kept at Bradgate (Browne, 19071 166). The predominantly
straight line of the wall, its dry construction which in the
west part closely resembles the rebuilt parts of the west
boundary wall, and its pioneer lichen flora all indicate a
late 18th or early 19th century date, ·which would agree
with its absence, together with the linking walls to
Bradgate House, from-Knyff's early 18th century panorama
(reproduced in Forsyth, 19751 20 - 21).
The plantations were planted as game coverts and their
walls (Plate 2) can be approximately dated with more
confidence. According to Ellis (MS, 6) the planting was
carried out in "the 6th Earl of Stamford's time" which was
from his succession to the title in 1819 until his death in
1845. Ellis quoted from the original notes of c. B. Martin,
the son of William Martin who was the steward of the estate
during these years, "The first plantation (new) was Old
John • • • Next was planted the Holly and Thorn near the
Groby gate ••• then the Bowling Green••• then the Deer
Barn Lawn ••• then in later years the rest."
Evidently
the plantation wnlls were bull t about the snme time a
R, E. Hartin (in Farnham, 19301 II) stated that "among
other work by Thomas Frith which survives to this day are
the dry stone walls round the plantations in Bradgate Park,
which date from the middle of the XIXth century." Ellis
(HS1 6) remarked that Thomas Frith came down from
Derbyshire to build walls at the instigation of William
Hartin, the steward, As William Hartin "retired in 1845"
(Ellis, HS, 1), it seems certain that the plantation walls
were built in the second quarter of the 19th century,
The Ordnance Survey maps confirm this dating1 spinncys
are absent from the first edition of the one-inch map

published in 1835, based on surveys from£• 1014 - 1834,
and from Potter's map of 1042, but all nine arc present on
the second edition of the Ordnance Survey sheet 155 published
in 1892, which was drawn from the survey of 1881 - 87.
Ellis's (HS1 6) view that Pvery"wall at Dradgate Park was
built by Thomas Frith and his son during "the 6th Earl of
Stamford's time" is obviously incorrect, as the literature,
different styles of walling, and different lichen floras,
clearly demonstrate.
Probably the last major wall to be built at Dradgate is
that separating the p11rk from Cropston Reservoir along part.
of the east boundary. The land for the reservoir was
purchased in 1866 (Storey, 18951 105) and the reservoir was
completed by 1070 (R. B. Williams, 1n l1tt.J~ so the wall
must have been bull t between these two dates. This wall
has a crumbly earthy mortar and quite a good lichen flora
with scattered plants of Lecanora gangaleo1dcs and
L. rup1cola on blocks of markfieldite to the south of
Deer Darn. Otherwise the lichen flora is of a pioneer
nature with nu111a tuberculora, Lccanora soral1£era and
.Rh1zocarpon geograph1cum in abundance, Lccanora
con1zaeo1des frequent, and£. polytropa and Lecldea
orosthea occasional. This reservoir wall is built mainly
of crystal lithic tuffr the markfieldite also used in the
construction may have come from an old wall on the original
eastern boundary '!;hich was demolished to make way for the
reservoir. The probable dates of construction of all the
walls are shown in Fig. 1. There ls a short length of
recent wall at Hallgates.
Since 1870 frequent repairs to the walls have been
carried out and this work continues today. These repairs
are often less o11vious than might be expected because the
stones are usually carefully replaced with their lichens
on the outside to blend in with the undamaged sections.
The severe winter of early 1979 resulted in the collapse
of two or three metres of the boundary wall in about ten
different places, but the damage was rapidly repaired.
5.

LICIIENOHETRY

Lichenometry involves the measurement of lichen th11lH,
which is then compared with their rate of growth in order
to determine their age. The age of the oldest thalli should
then equal the age of Ute e~posure. The yellow species of
Rh1zocarpon are usually employed for sbudies of lichenometry
(see Deschel, 19611 )056), and as n. gr.ographlcum is common
in Dradgate Park, one might expect the largest th11lli to be
present on the oldest walls. Therefore the thallus
diameters of n. geograph1cum were measured during the
present survey.
_The largest thallus of Rhlzocarpon geographlcum
encountered was one or 100 mm diameter on the wall separatJng
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the park from the reservoir, a little to the north of
Deer Darn, This wall was built between 1866 and 1870
(see above) and therefore the Rhlzocarpon must have reached
this size in about 100 years, unless the stone came from an
old demolished wall, A practical difficulty in taking such
measurements is being sure that the Rhlzocarpon thallus is
of a single individual, and not two thalli which have fused
but now resemble a single plant. Beachel (19611 Fig,l)
uses the term 'lichen factor• for the maximum diameter of
century-old thalli, and a 'lichen factor' of 100 mm for
R. geographlcum is quite possible when one considers that
Topham (19771 Table 1) records a factor of 87 mm for plants
in Argyllshire on vertical surfaces, with "non-vertical
surfaces ••• clearly more favourable for growth" (op, clt.
p. 30), Other thalli of 83 and 80 mm diameter also occur
on this same wall, whilst a thallus of 90 mm diameter is
present on the wall of Dale Spinney, and one of 75 mm
diameter on the north boundary wall. Since the reservoir
wall is considered to be the most recent of any length in
the park, it is rather surprising that it should support
the largest recorded specimen of Rhlzocarpon. One can only
conclude that there are factors which favour the growth of
this lichen on this particular wall, and it is not practical
to use this plant at Dradgate for dating purposes. The
measurement of thalli of Lecanora ruplcola may be more
profitable, because the largest thalli occur on the oldest
north and west boundary walls.
The numbers of lichens occurring on walls of differing ages was also studied. A 50 m east-facing length of
the west boundary wall, considered to be one of the two
oldest in the park, bore 12 lichen species, A comparable
50 m of west-facing length of the reservoir wall near
Deer Darn, the most recent, having been built between 1866
and 1870, bore 10 lichens, Clearly, there is no striking
correlation between the numbers of lichens present and the
age of a wall at Dradgate. In the quadrat survey the older
stable community was found to contain 9 species, in
comparison with 10 lichens making up the more recent pioneer
communities (compare Tables 1 and 2).
6,

CONCLUSIONS

The lichen survey of Dradgate Park shows that lichens
cannot by themselves be used to determine the dates of ·
construction of the walls. Uowever, the lichen vegetation
does denote walls of differing dates in a remarkably
convincing manner, so that when this evidence is used
together with literature references, the probable dates of
the various walls are established. It would be particularly
difficult to arrive at this dating (Fig. 1) were it not for
the use of lichens as indicator species.
Lichenometry o( Rhlzocarpon geographlcum proves to be
of no help for dating the walls, Neither is the number of
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lichen·species occurring in a measured length of wall.
It is a probable lichen sere (i.e. stage in a succession)
which differentiates the walls of various ages.
Nineteenth century walls bear only pioneer communities
whilst older walls have a stable lichen vegetation. The
natural climax community on acid rock at Bradgate, and
indeed probably throughout Britain on solarised outcrops
at low - moderate altitudes, is the Umbll1car1etum
pustulatae Hilitzer (19251 16 - 17, corrected from
"asociace Umblllcarla pustulata" in accordance with Art.
14 fsee Barkman et al., 1976]1 Lasallletum pustulataeWirth
(19121 152] - to be rejected under Art. 30), a strongly
photophilous and thermophilous association dominated by
Lasallla pustulata. This communitr still forms a
spectacular black covering to the nclined south-facing
rocks at Bradgate to the south of Sliding Stone Enclosure,
but is absent from the walls. The Umblllcarletum
pustulatae now probably has a relict status in Britain,
being apparently unable to colonise new areas, so that a
climax lichen community on the walls appears unlikely to
develop. Therefore the Lecanoreturi rup1colae probably
represents a permanent or arrested climax community on
the walls, and apparently takes at least 200 years to
become fully developed,
The recognition of seral units in saxicolous lichen
vegetation should provide useful evidence to help with thP
dating of walls elsewhere, Host stable communities on acid
stone appear to take a long titne to develop, Thus at
Fyfield Down, Wiltshire, an Iron Age wall of small low hard
sandstone sarsens bears a stable community which closely
resembles the neighbouring sarsens in their natural
environment, while sarsens which have been moved or denuded
in recent times are colonised only very slowly by pioneer
species, such as Lecanora con1zaeoldes, Lecldea orosthea
and Rhlzocarpon obscuratum var. r~ductum (Th,Fr,)Eitner,
The lichen vegetation on-limestone buildings and
constructions also varies with the age of the substrate,
Raistrick, in Hoskins ( 19671 131 - 134), 111,,pped dry
limestone walls of 8th, 11 th, 13th and 18th century
origin separating ~he fields around the village of Linton
in Wharfedale, North Yorkshire. The medieval walls have
been extensively rebuilt over the years but possibly some
of the footings still remain from the original constructions,
An examination in 1979 of the west boundary wall at Linton,
attributed to the 8th century or U1ereabouts, showed that
the parts which had been recently rebuilt were poor in
lichens, but were partly colonised by the pioneer
Lecanora dlspcrsa form.:i albcscens (lloffm, )Laundon
(L. albescens (Hoffm,)Branth and Rostrup), Old portions
of the wall were covered with a mosaic of pyrenocarpous
lichens, chiefly Verrucarla baldensls Hassal, (V.
sphlnctrlna
(Dufour ex Fr,)Nyl, (1096), non Ach,
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(181~)), forming a stable community. Asplcllla calcarea
(L.)Hudd was dominant on odd large blocks at the base,
probably representing a climax. The adjacent walls,
probably 18th century, had a similar lichen vegetation.
The apparent absence of any striking differences between
the lichen flora on the medieval and later walls at Linton
is probably due to the rebuilding of the early walls, and
possibly a comparatively rapid rate of succession of
communities on limestone. Nevertheless, here too seral
units are in evidence and a detailed study, including
lichen succession, of these walls is desirable. Elsewhere
old limestone frequently supports lichens which are often
absent from more recent constructions1 Caloplaca ruderum
(Malbr.)Laundon, Dirlna repanda forma stenhammaril (Fr. ex
Stcnh.) Clauz. & Roux and Lecanor11 crenulata (Dickson)Hook.
are found most commonly,. but by no means exclusively, on
walls of medieval date. In towns and polluted areas
Caloplaca heppiana (Hull.Arg.) Zahlbr. often occurs on a
majority of 18th century memorials in churchyards, compared
with its complete absence from stones erected in the
present century (Laundon, 19671 298 - 299). Because the
lichen flora varies in this way with the age of the
substrate, it is evident that at times lichenology could
be an important adjunct to archaeological investigations.
Full use should be made of evidence from lichen vegetation
in the study of antiquities.
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THE BENNETT LECTURES
The lecture series was founded in honour of
F.W. Bennett (1862-1930) a founder and benefactor
of the University of Leicester and a President of
the Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society.
Preface by
James

c.n.

It is a matter of some surprise, if not concern,
that the adjective that describes that branch of
applied geology known as Economic Geology ls not taken
more literally than it is either within or without the
profession. When considering whether or not to mine a
particular mineralized bMy it is frequently the economic
environment, as distinct from the geological environment
that is the controlling factor in the decision making
process, and the modern economic geologist fails to
understand this at his peril.
Professor Atkinson is Professor of Mining at the
University of Nottingham. lie has a very wide experience
of the subject of mining economics both in industry and
and in academic circles. Ills lecture is therefore based,
to a large degree, on first-hand knowledge. T~e
fundamental concept that time is money, and that Monetary
values must be adjusted for tir.le, is of primary
importance to the mining geolog~st and this point is
well established in Professor Atkinson's lecture. Much
of the content of the talk is concerned with the boundary
where the functions of the mining engineer overlap. It
is to be hoped that both groups will therefore find the
contents to be of particular interest. For the layman
(and less applied geologist!) it is perhaps best seen
as an introduction to wthe other sidew of economic geology
- as such to provide an introduction to the world of those
somewhat odd creatures - economic geologists.

Transactions of the Lelcei,ter Literary
Volume 74
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THE GEOLOGIST AND THE MINE INVESTMENT DECISION•
by
Tom Atkinson+
1.

INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing world demand for minerals over the past

30 years has caused mining engineers increasingly to turn their

attention to the exploitation of low grade deposits. This has
resulted in larger volumes of ore being extracted from individual
mines because of the increased volumes of waste involved and the
need to achieve economies of scale. To ensure that such projects
can be profitably undertaken, the mine planners must have a
comprehensive knowledge of the nature of the deposit and its
investment potential, since the profit per tonne of mineral mined
may be very small and the success of the operation depends on
the optimisation of the differences between two very large numbers.
In any mining venture the geologist ls of course first on the
scerte. It is recognised that the unit value of money invested
some time ago is greater than the unit value of money spent today.
It has nothing to do with inflation and the decreasing purchasing
power of money, that is another issue. It is recognition that
money has the power to earn interest and El available today can
increase to El.10 in one year if the interest rate is 10 per cent
per year. The samenamount would increase to El.21 in a further
year and E(l + o.l) inn years.
This is a statement of the Compounded Interest Rule:
A= P(l + r)n
••• (1)
Where A= the amount of money at the end of n compounding
periods (sometimes called the "compound amount").
P ~ the initial sum of money invested (also called
the "Principal" or "Present Value or Worth").
r = rate of interest applied to the given period.
n = the number of compounding periods (usually
measured in years).

* Delivered as the Bennett Lecture in the University of Leicester
on November 22nd 1979.
+ Tom Atkinson, DIC, PhD, CEng, FIMinE, FIEE, MIMechE.
Professor and llead of Department of Mining Engineering,
University of Nottingham.
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This simple formula forms the basis of modern discounting
methods.used for investment eppraisa1.· The discounting principle
can be illustrated by re-arranging (1) to give the Present Value,
Pz
1\

p =

•••

(2)

•••

(3)

+ r)n
(2) can be used to calculate what sum, P, must be invested to
receive 1\ inn years time. That is the DISCOUNT FACTOR:
(1

Discount Factor

1

=
(1

+ r)n

It is important in mining investment decisions to know what
will result from cash invested today. It is clear that El
received today is worth more than El receivable in one year's
time, thus when comparing cash receivable in the future with
investment made today it must be VAWED ON 1\ PRESENT Dl\Y BASIS.
Each year's cash flow must be •discounted" to arrive at its
"present day value•.
The present value of a cash sum receivable in the future
is obtained by multiplying the receivable amount by the Discount
Factor. This is the basic principle of appraising capital
projects by "Discounting Methods", e.g. Discounted Cash Flow
and Net Present Value Methods (Groundwater 1967). (Figure 1).
The cash flows until a mine starts producing are invariably
negative, i.e. cash expenditure. After the start of production
the annual cash flow is
minus
equals
minus
equals
minus
equals
plus
equals
minus
equals

Revenue
(Operating Expenses)
Trading Surplus
(Depletion, Depreciation and .l\rnortisation)
Taxable Income
(Taxes)
Net Profit after Tax
Depletion, Depreciation and .l\rnortisation
Surplus after Tax
(Capital Expenditures)
NET CASH FLOW

l!igh rates of inflation can distort the resulta of the
discounting methods making them much more attractive than they
really are.
If there is "Zero Relative Inflation", i.e. all items in
a cash flow inflate at the same rate in a given year, then the
real rate of interest to be applied to an investment is
(Atkinson 1977)1ra .. r + i

(1.0 + r )

(4)

Ioo

where ra = adjusted annual interest rate,
r • annual rate of interest,
i = annual inflation rat~,
all interest rates being expressed as per cent, and r is normally
the minimum real rate of return required by the investing company.
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The lead time from the start of exploration to first
production at a mine can be the order of 10-15 years. The.
very nature of mining .involves high financial risk. Exploration
is costly and can be hazardous. Of perhaps one thousand prospects
that are considered, twenty will be investigated in detail and
perhaps one will become a mining venture. Mineable deposits
are being discovered farther and farther away from the centres
of population. In remote areas, the conditions and climate are
almost invariably inhospitable. High freight charges are
involved and costly inducements arc required to attract and
retain personnel.
In this environment, mine project appraisers seek quick and
economic methods of acquiring data so that order-of-magnitude
costing and indicative profitablility studies can be carried out
at the earliest possible stage. Because he is first on the scene
and because the cost of exploration is incurred at the beginning
of any mining project, i.e. it creates high "front-end loading",
this places a high premium on exploration costs.
Consider a El,000,000 exploration budget spent in five equal
sums over five years. If the investing company's minimum required
rate of return is 15\ per year and if inflation is 101 per year,
then the adjusted interest rate is:
·

ra = 15 + 10 (1 + 15)

loo

a

26.51

If mine development up to the start of production takes a further
five years, i.e. a lead time of ten years, a quite normal period,
then the exploration inveetment cash statement will be as shown
in Table 1.
TABLE 1
COST OF El SPENT ON EXPLORATION AT TIIE START OF PRODUCTION
End of
year
1
2
3
4

s
6

7
8
9
10

New
Investment (E)
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
200,000
0
0
0
0
0

Drought
Forward (E)
0
253,000
573,045
977,902
1,490,046
2,137,908
2,704,453
3,421,134
3,763,247
4,760,508

Cumulative (E)
200,000
453,000
773,045
1,177,902
1,690,046
2,137,908
2,704,453
3,421,134
3,763,247

X

1.265 (E)

253,000
573,045
977,902
1,490,046
2,137,908
2,704,453
3,421,134
3,763,247
4,760,508

That is, every pound spent during this quite normal exploration
programme is worth E4.76 in "money of the day" terms by the
start of production. This places an onerous financial
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responsibility on the geologist.
To strike unexpected geological conditions can be disastrous
for the economic viability of a mining venturer the exploration
geologist must then be well informed as to the cost and
applicability of literally hundreds of tools and methods which
in aggregate will produce as accurate an evaluation as possible
of a prospect.
The objective of any well planned and managed exploration
programme must be to generate maximum accurate data at a
minimum cost which will lead to the optimum decision regarding
the economic viability of the prospect under investigation.
Mining companies have finite resources, both in personnel
and finance, which must be allocated in a planned and controlled
way to maximise the return to the shareholders on a long term
basis. The larger part of most exploration budgets is spent
on items which are non-geological but nevertheless of vital
importance to the geologist, so that the geologist in a mining
company cannot operate in isolation and must be deeply involved
in management, finance, budgets and the ultimate success of the
mining ventures with which he is concerned.
2.

ECONOMIC STUDIES

Mine Valuations leading up to Feasibility Studies have the
aim of investigating the economics of prospective mineral
ventures. The main items of concern are:
1. Assessing the reserves: volume and grade, geology and
mineralogy, including regional geology.
2. Assessing the· infrastructure, if any, and the geography.
J. Assessing the possibilities for mining, ore treatment,
nature and transport of products, etc.
4. Market investigations for the proposed products, volume
and price.
5. Estimating the optimum size, capital and operating costs
of the project.
6. Assembling the project cash flows, discounting them,
testing them to a range of sensitive items, possibly
carrying out Risk Analysis, and determining whether the
return on capital meets the company's investment criteria.
Economic Studies normally take two forMs:
1.

Continuous Data Acquisition, from geological exploration,
metallurgical tests for recovery and product quality, and
continuous contact with government, potential purchasers,
equipment manufacturers, local authorities and residents.

2.

Discontinuous Assessments made from time to time, using
all the data available at that time plus any supplementary
investigation that the assessment may inspire. Any interim
report generated is fed back to the data gathering process,
to signal a change in direction, in the rate of data
acquisition, or if necessary, to stop the investigation.
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These Discontinuous Studies can usually be classified
as preliminary valuation, pre-feasibility stµdies, feasibility
studies, the three categories of study having clearly different
aims.
Prel1m1nary Valuat1ons may be made at a very early stage
when little information on volumes and grades of ore and other
important items is available. The purpose of the study is to
make a decision on speculating relatively small amounts of
money (usually less than £500,000) to obtain further information.
The Preliminary Valuation investigates what may be there nnd if
it is worth further investigation, rather than what is known to
be there. Much of the investigation must be based on reasonable
assumptions (usually inspired guesses) and for success must
usually have a slightly optimistic bias. If despite optimism,
the economic outcome is unsatisfactory, with little likelihood
of improvement·, no fu~ther investment is warranted.

Unfortunately in many-mining companies the geologist's
intuitive judgement is considered to be fraught with human
fallibilities and there is an increasing trend towards applying
quantitative judgements to qualitative information. The Most
sophisticated of these techniques has been developed by the
multi-national oil companies to locate the exploration tar~ets
where success is most likely (Coffinier, 19751 Ellison 1978).
Used in conjunction with other methods, e.g. Delphi Techniques
(Appendix A) some remarkable successes have been achieved in
exploration for liquid hydro-carbons (Atkinson & Gibbons 1977).
The technique has not quite had the same success in coal
exploration but has been applied as a project ranking tool for
coal exploration ventures (Llana 1976). Quantitative techniques
using combinations of indices have been used to determine
hazard levels in prospective underground coal mines (Thurman
et al. 1978, Dunham et al. 1977), but these are probably more
applicable to a late~ stage of investigation. Attempts to
apply such quantitative methods in the location of metalliferous
ores (Appendix D) have not met with unqualified success and
the judgement of the geologist is still vitally important.
Pre-£eas1b1l1ty Studler, more properly called Intermediate
Studies, are undertaken after more detailed data has been
obtained on a mineral deposit and the problems involved in
extracting it. By this stage, much larger sums of money,
possibly well over £1,000,000, arc involved and the purpose
of the study is to justify further major investment. The
Pre-feasibility study is prepared in as much detail as the
available data permits, the emphasis now moving away from what
may be there to what is reasonably certain, in other words the
purpose of the study is greatly to reduce the possibility that
the Feasibility Study will be a Non-Feasibility Study!

The positive information available for Preliminary Valuations
and Pre-feasibility Studies is mainly geological, from drilling,
sampling, assaying, etc. The general problems of geography and
infrastructure will have been appraised. Some metallurgical
problems may have been identified. The tax regime, the range
of possible government intervention and controls will probably
be known. The range of products, their price and the market
share will have been assessed. The ore reserve may not have
been fully delineated, so that an output rate must be assumed
and the mineral processing costs, etc. can probably be defined
in only very general terms. Many other important data must
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be assumed. Cost Estimation ls undoubtedly the most fruitful
field for error and provides the greatest opportunity for
inaccurate project analysis. Only by adopting disciplined
engineering procedures can costing errors be reduced to
acceptable limits, and this must of necessity be largely based
on geological interpretation (Mathews 1977).
Invariably there is lack of balance in Preliminary Valuation
and Pre-feasibility Study documents. The writers of these
documents invariably write more about what is known, irrespective
of its relevance or importance, when it ls the conjectural items,
about which least is known, that require fullest treatment!
Almost all new mining prospects have one or two features
of such importance that they transcend all others. Competent,
experienced personnel quickly identify these features, which
may be:
adequate volume of reserves,
adequate mineral grade,
metallurgical problems,
climatic problems,
difficulties of access, personnel problems due to
remoteness of the site, water supply problems, etc.
environmental-conservationist lobby when near cities,
areas of natural beauty, archeologlcal sites, etc.
Early data collection and the subsequent reports must be
aimed at those items which are judged to be critical. If the
critical items have been identified with sufficient assurance,
it may be adequate in the preliminary economic studies to
treat the obviously less critical _items more optimistically
until the Feasibility Study stage. As the geologist is first
on the scene, again he/she has a major financial responsibility
at this stage, and often must take the lead in processing the
mine investment decision. Most studies culminate in cash flows
from which project profitability can be determined. Often
however the average grade of a deposit soon becomes evident but
not the potential tonnage1 or adequate tonnage may be evident;
but reliable figures for average grade may not have been
;
established1 or there may appear to be scope for possible
manipulation of both grade and tonnage by selective mining and
cut-off control. In these cases •reversed• studies may be
indicated to identify a desirable exploration target. A range
of production levels and grades are assumed and financial Models
constructed for their combinations. From these MOdels the return
on each investment is calculated, providing a set of figures for
comparison against exploration results. A further simple reversed
study used at the pre-feasibility stage ls when, tonnage, grade
and other features are established with reasonable confidence,
the financial model being used to test the sensitivity of the
project to product price changes.
Hine Production Levels. Mine Valuations and Pre-feasibility
Studies require the assumption of a mine production level. Too
low a level sacrifices possible economies of scale and defers
possible profits too far into the future. A too high production
level results in over-capitalisation and may shorten the mine
life to the extent that ability to repay capital may be impossible.
Too high a proauction may saturate the market, while large mining
corporations will avoid short life projects that are undesirable
on social grounds. Base metal prices fluctuate over 4-7 years

JB

half cycle, so that a short life ralne whose p~oductlon ls
available during the low price half cycle will experience
financial problems. Initially new mines will have 111'\J.ted
•pit room" until more working space ls created. Output is
strongly influenced by practical considerations.
For the purpose of preliminary economic studies, the.life
in years of a mining project may be calculated fro~ "Taylor's
Rule" (Taylor 1977)
Life (years)::!!: 0.2 x VExpected Ore Tonnage
••• (5)
The practical range of variation appears to be+ 1.2. The
formula multiplied by the variation factors provides a range
of production levels for comparative valuation. The Expected
Ore Tonnage at the preliminary stage is a reasonable althouqh
not optimistic estimate of ore potential, again involving
gelogical judgement. At the Feasibility Study stage the
•economic life" of a deposit can be based on more certain data
when the optimum annual output and plant size is determined
on a Net Present Value basis using Incremental Financial
Analysis (Lewis 19691 Halls et al. 1969).
Profitability of a mining venture is usually most sensitive
to the factors that influence revenue. Apart from production
level (and consequentally mine life) these factors include price,
ore grade and metallurgical recovery. Metallurgical recovery
often has a strong correlation with ore grade. Flotation plants
are designed to minimise losses to the tailings, usually at an
approximately constant loss. As the grade changes, this constant
loss results in a higher percentage recovery at high grades
and a lower percentage-recovery at low grades, as shown in
Figure 2, which is based on 3 newly producing mine •
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The sensitivity of the profitability of a project to•
changes in ore grade is increased by such a correlation between
grade and receovery. This is.illustrated by Figure 3. The
Net Present Value at 12% discount rate goes positive at approximately 0.455% molybdenum sulphide and rises to $70 million at
a grade of 0.56% molybdenum sulphide. The relationship is almost
but not quite linear because the relationship between the grade
and recovery is not linear.
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Jn this case the Net Present Value rises approximately
$67 million for every 0.10% increase in ore grade. Which
clearly illustrates the need for sound geological judgement and
co-operation with the metallurgist at an early stage of
exploration.
The Feasibility study has three major functions:

(a) it defines whether or not.the proposed project meets the
sponsoring company's investment criteriat
(b) it contains adequate supporting evidence acceptable to
banks and other institutions, who may be prepared to
provide finance for the project:
(c) it provides a conjectural framework for the project
which will not be radically changed and which can be
used as a basis for more detailed construction designs
and drawings.
The Feasibility Study must therefore in all significant
particulars be based on established, verifiable facts, and
much of the basis of these facts must be included in the report.
Geological Judgement. The powerful influence of geological
judgement on the mine investment decision process has been
clearly demonstrated. Preliminary Valuations are unlikely to
be accurate for· lack of reliable data, but provided the aim of
the study is to justify spending relatively small sums of money
to acquire further information some optimism in assumptions is
justified. If the aim is to value a possible purchased
participation in a property, a more conservative view is of
course needed,

&n

As the sequence of studies proceeds towards feasibility
the collected data reduces the possibilities for error. Even
at the Feasibility Report stage absolute accuracy is not
possible, but the errors remaining must be such that they will
not invalidate the findings of the Feasibility Study. At this
stage the volume of sampling and assay should have established
the average mining grade and declared tonnage to within say
! SI, verified by standard statistical methods. The ultimate
tonnage of ore may be known for open pit mines, since exploration
drilling from the surface usually penetrates deeper than the
practical mining limit, but the tonnage for a deep, steeply
dipping ore body, only suitable for underground Minin~, may not
be determinable. Often two levels of reserves are determined:
1.

A minimum ore reserve, .that has been determined with
sufficient accuracy and confidence, that is adequate for
all the projected years of the cash flows of the
Feasibility Study.

2.

An ultimate potential, projected optimistically to define

an area affected by mining and within which Mill, mine
buildings and dumps may not be located.
In pr~ctice, the ultimate reserves of many deposits ls not
a useful figure because it greatly depends upon cost/price
relationships late in the project life. If a cash flow discounting method, based on the time value of money and using present
day rate of return and inflation rates is applied, tonnage to
be mined late in the life of the 'project is not economically
significant at the Feasibility Report stage. Its significance
will increase with time once production has begun •
. It is not critical that the total tonnage be known at the
outset, but what is of importance is that grade and quality
factors for the first few years of operation be established
with accuracy and confidence.
J.

THE EXPLORATION PROGIU\HME

The aspiring geologist envisages exploration geology as
the collection and interpretation of data that will eventually
result in the discovery of an exploitable body of mineralised
rock. The exploration programme, however, often involves a
myriad of activities which involve little or no geological
expertise, which are nevertheless vital to the success of the
programme.
There is no simple set of rules which determine the best
techniques that can be employed on a given project. Usually
decisions are made subjectively based on experience and common
sense. The Exploration Programme Budget is the first cash
investment made and covers a multitude of fact-finding
activities, mostly under the control of the exploration geologist.
Estimating the costs of an Exploration Programme involves
considerable effort and detailed planning. The experienced
explorer will update the costs of recent projects for major
itemsr but it must be remembered that the total cost of a
programme in southwestern Canada may be equal to the mobilisation
costs alone for a similar programMe in say, the tropical jungles
of Sumatra. The Exploration Programme Budget is perhaps the
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most difficult to estimate of all mine investment costs. To
budget accurately the estimator will wish to cost a specific
number of boreholes at a pre-determined depth, a certain number
of llne-kilometers of geophysical survey or geological traverse,
i.e. fixed projections of cash expenditure. In practice
however the results of one borehole-or survey may frequently
affect all plans for future work and modifications must be made
during the course of the programme. To restrict exploration
to a pre-determined programme is unrealistic and not in line
with the objectives of exploration. It must be recognised that
exploration budget estimates are "best guesses•, and that actual
expenditures may deviate substantially from the cost-centre
distributions of the initial estimate. Mining houses, having
finite financial resources, invariably will not agree to openended budgets, so that the exploration geologist has a responsibility to ensure that any likely chan9e in the course of a
programme can be catered for within the confines of the budgeted
amount.
Budget Categor1es.
The experienced estimator will have
assembled costs for most of the following:

(a) Line Traverses, including but not limited to: Geological
traverses, Claim staking, Geochemical surveys, Line cutting,
Ground geophysical surveys.
In all these items personnel costs are the major cost, and
it is critical that progress estimates be as accurate as possible,
The main factors that can affect progress are:
- terrain conditions, i.e. steepness, ruggedness,
- weather conditions, especially monsoons, snow, extreme cold
or heat,
- time taken at each station,
- time taken getting to the start of the traverse and from the
pick-up point at the end of the day,
- time spent in pre-traverse preparation each day,
- back-pack loads needed,
- combination surveys, e.g. staking claim while collecting
geochemical samples,
- time off, for whatever reason, particular attention being
given to remote tropical locations where incidence of short
term sickness may be high.
These items and their combinations usually have a far greater
effect than is at first apparent to the inexperienced estimator.
Table 2 indicates approximate costs for line traverse activities.
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LINE TRAVERSE COSTS*

TABLE 2

Range ($)

Survey
I.P.
Ground Magnetometer
Helicopter Magnetometer
Fixed Wing Magnetometer
Ground E.M.
llelicopter E.M.
Fixed Wing E.M.
Airborne Radiometric
Claim Staking
(Good Conditions)
Claim Staking
(Bad Conditions)

Average ($)

400-1000

740

200-400
20-45

350

8-20
200-600
40-100

35
13
430
60

26-33
26-78

29
43

35-200

91

89-270

156

• Cost/line-mile in U.S. Dollars. Jlorth llmerican conditiom1, H,,y 1979.
Based on contractors quoted prices.

(b) Exploration Drilling is usually the most expensive,
single item in an exploration budget and also provides
the most valuable information for project success.
Drilling therefore warrants the most careful consideration
of all items in the budget.
The cost of drilling can vary extremely widely due to
type of drill, competence of drillers and drilling contractor,
rocks drilled, hole conditions, including depth, hole size
and core size, location of drill site, access, etc., climatic
conditions.
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TABLE 3

EXPLORATION DRILLING COSTS*

Type of Drilling
Diamond,
0-150 m
Diamond,
150-300 m
Diamond,
300-450 m
Diamond,
450-600 m
Portable Diamond,
0-75 m
Portable Diamond,
75-150 m
Conventional Rotary
Percussion,
DTII Hammer
Rotary, Reverse
Circulation

Range ($)
BX
NX

110
BX
NX

BX
NX

BX
NX

IEX

IAX
IEX

IAX

Avera~e

52-60
60-65
70-74
55-67
64-71
58-69
69-78
62-80
72-84
65-69
73-78
69-74
78-82
17-43
13-65

66
63
73
61
68
64
74
71
79
67
76
71
80
JO
39

22-65

41

($)

*Cost/Metre in U.S. Dollars. North American conditions; Hay 1979.
Based on contractors quoted prices. The following costs must also
be included:
Diamond Drilling
Ancillary Costs/Crew/hour

150-195

175

notary Drilling
Ancillary Costs/Crew/hour

173-370

270

Mobilisation-Demobilisation Costs must also be included.

Selection.of equipment is of vital importance. The type
of drill will largely dictate the support requirements, especially
in remote areas. Where helicopters are used for site-to-site
moves,the drill rig should be easy to dismantle and re-assemble,
many rigs which allegedly break down to easily handled subassemblies often require the services of a skilled mechanic for
this work and this can greatly increase the cost. Often
estimators select a smaller, lighter rig to save helicopter
time, but it is wiser to select a rig of ample capacity, allowing
for the fact that it is invariably necessary to drill deeper
than the original anticipated depth. A lighter rig will save
some helicopter time but the bulk of the loads will consist of
the rods, casing, fuel, additives and accessories which will
weigh about the same regardless of the drill used.
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The geologist must often make decisions concerning the
technical aspects of drilling that are vital·to the success
of the exploration programme. Some geologists show a marked
reluctance to becoming involved with drilling operations, but
this attitude may severely limit the chances of project success,
and it is imperative that the exploration geologist is fully
conversant with drilling techniques, procedures and terminology.
The exploration geologist, at an early stage of his
career, should spend some time working on drilling rigs to gain
this knowledge.
The helicopte~ although expensive,is increasingly used
in exploration because it often provides the most efficient
mode of transport for drill rig JT10ves, supplies and personnel.
The selection qf a helicopter may be dictated by local
availability but where alternatives are available considerable
savings may be achieved by careful planning. The first step
is to assess the ratio of passenger to rig move+ supplies
usage. Helicopters intended for primary use as freight carriers
are usually inefficient for passenger transport, whilst it is
improvident to hire a four passenger machine when little
passenger transport is envisaged. Drill rig crews shift changes
invariably create the heaviest passenger load as well as creating
the most planning mistakes. Often the mechanic, the wire-line
logger and, not unusually, the geologist are forgotten when
planning shift change flights! While most helicopters perform
efficiently at low altitudes, very few can operate at 3000 m
or above. Substantial savings can be achieved by maximising
freight loads to a safe but efficient weight but above all
economic operation is best achieved by careful• scheduling and
by appointing one of the exploration tea111 as despatcher to coordinate all flights.
(c) Assay Costs, etc. The costs of assays, geochemical
,
determinations and other analytical work can be a significant
exploration cost, some of which are often overlooked,
including sample preparation, check assays, petrographic
work, metallurgical testing, additional elements, special
handling costs.
Errors do occur in this work and it is essential that check
assays are performed, particularly with sensitive elements,
e.g. molybdenum.
(d) The "Forgotten" Exploration Costs. Exploration activities
are so diversified that it may be impossible to positively
categorise every cost centre when assembling the bud~et.
Occasionally items involving considerable expenditure may
not be included inbudgetestimates. These can include:
(1) Legal Costs associated with: property agreements,
claim staking, environmental aspects, recording fees, etc.

(2) Environment Costs, including direct costs of
archaeological and ecology surveys, cost of permits and
posted bonds: additional costs caused by alteration of
exploration programme, personnel costs involved in
.attending meetings withgovernmentdepartments, the public,
or at Head Office1 public relations costs: delay time costs,
etc.

These costs are difficult to estimate and generally
budgets should provide ample cover for such contingencies.
(3) Communications Costs. ·For safety and efficiency, good
communications should be imperative. These may include
telephone, portable radios for field crews, radio for
external communications. Poor communications cause delays
and other inefficiencies.
(4) Administration Coste including head office charges,
V.I.P. visits, etc. These are difficult to predict and
the estimator must seek firm figures from management for
budgettlng.

(5) Contingency allowances are provided to cover overspending: practically all exploration programmes are overspent, because of omissions from the budget. The contingency
allowance is usually set between 10-201 depending on the
nature of the exploration programme.
(6) Camping or Subsietence coete can vary greatly depending
on location. No single item can have more effect on the
morale of exploration personnel than the quality of food
and camp accommodation, it is not an area for economiee !
4. GEOTECIINICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The subject of Geotechnics deals with media in which mining
engineers work and has a powerful influence on mine design and
consequently on capital costs, whether the mining operatione
be underground or open pit. Typically geotechnical investigations
play only a small part in an exploration programme, usually
being added on at the end when the mining engineer becomee
involved. All too often there ie negligible core recovery in
weak, friable ground - the very ground about which fulleet
information is needed! Boreholee are expensive to drill but,
this cost is insignificant compared with other costs that may
be incurred due to lack of knowledge of conditions that will
eventually be experienced.when mining.
The marginal cost of additional investigation is usually
more than justified by the considerable additional knowledge
gained which results in much greater certainty in design of
mine excavations, shafts, etc. (Atkinson I Tilburn 1971).
In the past much pertinent geotechnical data has been lost
during exploration when its collection would have involved
only marginal cost. Ideally geotechnical investigation
involves continuous coring of all boreholdes. This is mandatory
for dam sites, etc. or perhaps for some protected settings such
as in the United Kingdom, but it may not be realistic or
economic when exploring very large concessions especially if
time limits have been set to relinquish large exploration areas.
The main areas of concern for the mining engineer seeking to
acquire information quickly are geotechnics and mine layout:
the surface manifestations especially potential environmental
disturbances due to surface excavations or subsidence, land
reclamation, waste dump management, etc., as well as access for
construction and eventual mineral transport. It is usual when
exploring for metalliferous ores and increasingly in coal
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exploration to have a two stage programme.
1.
2.

A low density pilot investigation with little coring.
A second phase where ail the p_ertinent data are collected
at the required level of accuracy.

The exploration geologist should involve the geotcchnical
specialist and the mining engineer at several points in these
investigations. The general pattern is as follows (Walton).
Prollmlnary Investlgatlons. These usually include the
examination and interpretation of aerial photographs, and
satelliteimagery, to determine the regional structural
geological trends, tectonic style and the whole spectrum of
strata dips, the location of adverse surface features, e.g.
land-slide areas, drainage patterns, potential groundwater
problem areas, karst topography, areas of high relief, etc.
Possible locations for shaft or portal sites, etc. may be
noted. The examination of existing literature on local/
regional structures, tectonic style and the range of strata
dips ls another important part of the investigation. Particular
attention should be paid to data concerning stratigraphy,
physical rock properties, in-situ rock stresses and the
groundwater regime. Generally most geological literature
is concerned with lithologir:al rock descriptions and the
economic aspects of geology, but a careful review by a
motivated geologist will usually reveal valuable geotechnical
information.
Pllot Investlgatlons. While investigations to establish
an adequate reserve base of mineral are in progress, valuable
geotechnical data can be collected, involving only marginal
cost. Most geotechnlcal hazards can be identified at an early
stage of these investigations. The most important can be
related to specific geological settings, notably the controls
of structure, materials, water, boundary conditions and time.
The pilot investigations should ascertain the probably structural
setting, extremes in rock types and the presence of significant
amounts of water. Even with 1 km hole spacings it may be
possible to recognise features which might influence possible
mining methods. It is most helpful if likely mining methods
are understood at a very early stage as this immediately
reduces the number of geotechnical questions which have to be
answered.

Pilot investigations should include the coring of at
least one borehole or sections of several holes, and can
provide the following data:
(1) The presence of thin clay bands which commonly act as
significant f<\ilure-surfaces or aquicludes, are usually
detected by a very limited amount of coring,·particularly
in sedimentary rocks.
·
(2) Inclination of strata and the relationship of this to
major joint patterns.
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(3) The range of country rock and mineral strengths, i.e.
whether they comprise engineering soils or rocks and
the extent to which combinations of each may be expected.
(A few cores of the range of rock types also help to
check the geophysical log interpretations of both the
pilot and main drilling programmes.)
A limited picture of groundwater conditions may be found
from both drilling and surface observations. At this stage
geomorphological mapping can assist with interpreting slope
controls for surface mining in superficial materials and
relationships between ground and surface water.
·
Haln Investlgatlons. With data from the pilot investigations,
simple assessments can be made of possible problems relating to
spoil and excavated slope stability for surface mining, and
mining method for underground mining. When the likely working
methods have been considered at the feasibility• stage, it is
possible to plan in more detail what is required from the main
investigations. As far as possible plans should be prepared
which, in stratiform deposits, shows

(1) Structure contours on the base of the deepest workable
mineral (and other notable horizons).
(2) Rock head contours where there is a distinct gradient or
change in engineering properties.
(3) The continuity of engineering soils throughout the
super-incumbent strata and in the immediate floor of
operations is vitally important in surface Mining. This
is especially important when there is a likelihood of
strata being inclined towards the excavation, or when
spoil might be placed on a dipping pavement since many
large slope failures are related to these materials.
And in all depositsz
(4) Rest water-level plans. Apart from having geotechnical
uses these plans often highlight small faults overlooked
in a routine low density drilling programme.
(5) Cavernous rocks, whether containing water or not. These
may often be identified by loss or gain of circulation
while drilling.
(6) The presence of very competent rocks that are unlikely to
cave successfully, e.g. intrusives, massive sandstones, etc.
(7) The presence of weak wall rocks that will involve.support,
e.g. cemented fill, that will inflate the operating costs
of the mine.
Just prior to the Feasibility Study all the collected data
must be re-assessed and its implications on mine capital and
operating costs considered. This is also a convenient time to
check gaps in exploration. It is important that this step is
a joint geological-mining engineering activity.
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Without adequate data geotechnical,proble~s may be overlooked, whilst if the mine design is altered without reference
to the geological findings, geotechnical problems may be created.
Before the Feasibility Study commences adequate data should be
obtained for the design of the following.
(1) Mining openings: stope and pillar design: or excavated
slopes in surface mines.
(2) Location of lagoons, settlement ponds and spoil heaps.
(3) The behaviour of placed fills and in both underground and
surface mines.
(4) The distribution and properties of engineering soils and

rocks within 'and around the deposit, concerning: excavation:
drilling and blasting, abrasion, etc. trafficability: of
in-situ rocks, on fill materials, etc. for rubber tyred or
crawler mounted equipment, availability of suitable rocks
for haul road construction in surface mines or ballast for
rail track in underground mines.
Routine geotechnical core logging is essential, it is however,
more demanding than lithological logging for normal geological
purposes. All observations and.tests should be at the drill site
shortly after core has been extruded.from the barrel. Chanqes
in moisture content and damage by transportation can disguise
their true in-situ nature.
The following data should be recorded for geotechnical
purposes: lithological details, structure and strength. Records
should also be kept of drilling progress and borehole conditions
especially those of groundwater.
It is possible to produce a log which simply and clearly
incorporates this information so that stratigraphic or mineral
data can be seen in the content of variations in rock quality.
A framework of contents is given below with some discussion where
appropriate. Items marked•• are very important in geotechnical
logging and those marked• should always be recorded. Purely
geological features, such as fossil bands which may be of great
value in correlation and strur.tural interpretation are not so
designated since a high level of routine stratigraphic logging
ls assumed.
Lithology: (1) Lithological name* to incorporate the type,
the nature of the fabric and the qrain size.
(Walton & Atkinson 1978).
·
(2) Colour.
(3) Particular content, fossil or other marker bands,
zones of mineral enrichment.
Structure: (1) Dip of strata•• or other major structural
features.
(2) 'Orientation of other structures* with respect
to bedding, e.g. joints, listricated surfaces.
(3) Spacing of discontinuities (Walton & Atkinson 1978).
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Strength: (1) Strength of intact materials••.
(2) State of weathering• and the propensity for
materials to disintegrate along existing
discontinuities.
Sedimentary structures require careful inspection. The main
features are channels or washouts, but penecontemporous
disturbances frequently give rise to extensive slope failures,
which in surface mining may-make the use of dragllnes extreMely
hazardous. Lithological associations recognised with these
disturbance structures are:
(1) Massive sandstones overlying seatearth-mudstones.
(2) roorly sorted, muddy, slltstones overlying dark mudstones.
As with gross structure contours, sedimentary structures
have to be developed on the basis of local sedimentary patterns
deduced from several boreholes rather than supposition from a
single cored hole.
strength 0£ Intact Haterlals,. Portable, field equipment
includes the Schmidt Hammer, the Cone Indenter and the Point
Load Tester. The Schmidt Hammer has been widely used for testing
lnsltu rocks and can give good comparisons with compressive
strength tests in identical situations. Being based on the
rebound principle, the material on which cores rest frequently
influences the results and the method ls not well suited to
field logging of core.

The Cone Indenter relies on the penetration of a small
conical tungsten carbide tip into a rock fragment 5mm x 10mm x 10mm.
Average indentation can be correlated with compressive strength
as determined by the Rockwell method used for metals. The
equipment has been used to assess the cuttabllity of rock, but
doubts have been expressed on the strength correlation factors
which are based on metals.
The Point Load Tester has been described by Franklin et al.
Although heavier than the cone indenter it tests
larger samples of core size, in a variety of directions without
mechanical trimming.
(1971).

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Water in Boreholes. Water levels should be recorded:
When first encountered in drilling1
At the beginning and end of shifts in deep bore holes,
When any losses or gains in circulating fluids are noticed1
The final rest-water level when drilling ls completed.

In the absence of high water pressures in confined aquifers,
rest-water level plans can help to reveal significant barriers
to groundwater movement. The effect of faults in modifying
simple drawdown ls shown in Figure 4. Such patterns can be
important in designing appropriate drainage and batters. Restwater levels may be difficult to measure if superficial or
weathered strata ls prone to collapse and it may be necessary
to use simple standpipe systems with washers to cut off surface
water in some boreholes.
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If high water pressures in confined aquifers are suspected,
then piezometers should be installed, and pumpin~ tests might be
contemplated. Both steps, however, should be taken only after
careful consideration (Drealey 1975)1 the installation of
piezometers and pumping tests can be both expensive and meaningless
in the wrong situation.
Hlne Access. Often huge additional capital sums have to be
spent and horrendous consequential losses are incurred due to
water inflows and weak ground unexpectedly encountered during
shaft sinking and drift driving. Decause of the overwhelming
importance of mine access in operations, over-conservative
designs may be deliberately adopted - involving considerable
over-expenditure. This situation has arisen mainly because
inadequate geotechnical investigations were made prior to
construction. ns shafts go deeper and construction costs rise,
"over-design" is becoming increasingly less acceptable and
more in-depth investigations are becoming necessary.

The following impose constraints on the selection of access
locations:
-

the geometry of the ore body and the distribution of grades,
continuity, intensity of faulting, etc.,
proximity of water bearing strata,
underground travelling distances,
transport gradients imposedJ
presence of exploratory boreholes etc.,
presence of old workings,
surface manifestations.

Where the limits of an ore body are too close to aquifers,
practical and statutory restrictions could make the construction
of insets and pit bottom roadways impossible thus defining "no go•
areas for access points.
It ·is essential that accesi points be located away from
disturbed or faulted ground because of inherent dangers during
construction and operation. During shaft sinking or drift
driving, faulting creates unstable conditions with slips and
crushed ground requiring extensive temporary support. In the
case of insets and pit bottoms, where large excavations are
needed, high pressures can develop affecting their stability
during construction.
It is essential that access points, shafts or drifts, are
constructed in sound rock, free from slips, fault planes and
crushed ground which could eventually produce non-uniform
loadings affecting the structural integrity of the linings.
Preliminary investigations should cover the following:
aerial photographs for shaft and portal location, observation
of regional structural geological trends, location of adverse
surface features, e.g. landslides, potential groundwater problem
areas, subsidence areas, drainage patterns, etc.
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Other studies should include a literature·search, case
study histories in the area, and a review of the exploration
borehole cores and logs. The main objectives are to be able
to plan a more detailed and meaningful geotcchnical inve~tigation
and provide a reference for comparing the results of the proposed
studies with the previous results fr~m the area.
The Shaft Site Borehole (or the boreholes along the line of
a proposed drift) is the most important part of the geotechnical
investigations. The hole(s) is usually NX to 150 mm diameter,
d~illed to well below the bottom of the proposed excavation, and
preferably·.within the proposed excavation. The hole must be
surveyed tHroughout its depth so that its relative position and
inclination are known. The hole(s) must be fully cored and
logged by physical examination, both lithologically and for
engineering purposes, e.g. rock type, lithological description,
graphic description log, degree of weathering, relative rock
strength, depth and length of core run, condition of .core, core
recovery, description of rock defects•, joint frequency and
spacing, RQD, water.level, water or drilling mud loss, casinq
depth and penetration rate during drilling.
Cores must of course be correctly.handled, sealed and stored.
In many cases contractors will wish to inspect them at a later
date before tendering.
Core orientation dQring drilling is also extremely valuable
in many cases to provide information on structure relating to •
attitude of joints, bedding planes·and other rock defects. Core
orlent.ation determination ls however relatively costly and time
consuming (at present) and the necessity of obtaining this
information must be justified, i.e. in flat-lying sedimentary
rocks with little structure it may be unnecessary, but in complex
geological situations it is essential.
The following field mechanical tests are usually carried
out on the extracted core: Schmidt Hammer Rebound, Brazilian
test, Point load, Penetrometer, etc.
It is usual to include these tests on the borehole loo and
the data are useful for comparing with petrophysical log results.
Usually the field mechanical tests allow a reduction in the much
more expensive laboratory tests. Down-the-hole jacking tests can
be performed but only to limited depths and are not particularly
useful.
Hydrological tests include drill stem tests, injection tests,
etc. (Atkinson & Tilburn 1971). Injection tests are essentially
the reverse of drill stem tests1 the test section is isolated
between packers and water is forced into the formation at a
known pressure and rate to determine the permeability. Information
regarding the insitu rock stresses can be obtained from a variation
of the injection test, i.e. hydrafracturing, the water in the test
section being pressurised until the rock is fractured or until
existing fractures are forced open as the water pressure equals
the rock pressure.
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A Geophysical Downhole log provides a considerable amount
of information at relatively low cost. Several types are used
for shaft site borehole logging (Adamson & Scott 1973), e.~.
3-D velocity, resistivity, self potential, gamma, neutron,
density, temperature, Seisviewer, caliper.
All these logs provide indicators of some property of rock
mass, from which estimates can be made of the engineering
properties of the rock. These can be correlated with laboratory
tests.
Laboratory Tests including chemical composition of strata
fluid, strength of materials, porosity and behaviour under
varying conditions, are carried out on representative samples
of the cores from the shaft site borehole(s). The results
are used for design calculations for support, dewatering,
grouting, freezing etc. As satisfactory tests usually require
undisturbed core samples, the tests are often carried out on
the stronger rocks only. It is essential to make allowance for
this.
The Shaft Stability Index. s, is an approximate•guide to
the choice of shaft sinking and support method for preliminary
capital cost estimation purposes.
c (1 + sin ) 2
(1 - sin)
2
where c = cohesion in kN/cm,
= angle of internal friction,
h
depth (m).

s = o.Ifi

The index,
follows:
S

c

• • • <6 >

s, characterises the behaviour of the ground as

0.0 to l.O - Ground unstable and flows into the excavation

even if dry. Sinking requires use of special
methods, e.g. freezing, grouting, etc.
S .. 1.0 to 1.5 - Ground not very stable and highly sensitive to
water. Sinking can only be carried out in
short sections. Special methods must be employed
if large inflows occur.
s
1.5 to 2.o - Ground of medium stability. Sinking can proceed
in short to medium sections.
s
2.0 to 4.o - Ground of good stability.•sinkinq can proceed
in long sections.
·
The objectives of the shaft site investigations arer
(a) reduced costs, and
(b) increased safety, during and after construction.
These can arise from:
1.

Contractors can bid with greater certainty resulting in
keener prices. Less •extras• claims.

2.

Construction stoppages are reduced because adverse conditions
are anticipated and catered for in advance.
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3.

Reduced support costs by elimination of over-design.

4.

Faster completion greatly improves cash flow situation.

s.

Reduced post-construction maintenance costs due to correct
lining design.
·

6.

Increased safety as adverse ground conditions and groundwater inflow can be anticipated.

Figure 5 shows typical U.K. shaft sinking and drifting costs
(June 1976) that can be up-dated for initial estimating ~urposes.
It should be noted that costs vary considerably from region to
region and even mine to mine. Early discussions with consultants
and contractors are usually advisable.
5. RECONNAISSANCE STUDIES
Even at reconnaissance level the exploration geologist can
greatly contribute to the mine investment declsion by providJng
geomorphological data. Unfortunately geomorphological systems
have been developed more by ·geographers than geologists and their
potential value in mine design has gone by almost unrecognised.
Perhaps the most obvious area of development should be in the
field of geomorphological mapping.
·
It can readily be understood that a scheme of mapping of
the earth's surface based on an integrated assessment of relief
form, materials and processes, could be a powerful tool in the
preliminary evaluation of surface mining operations in particular.
For other applications formalised schemes are already used for
road/rail route selection, identifying sources of construction
materials, flood prevention, military engineering, etc. To be
of value the maps must obviously provide a strong visual aid
and convey practical information to the user. It is in this
area that the least work has been done for minin~ purposes.
Mining takes place within a relatively small area, e.g.
a few square kilometers, and most available systems of
classification arc too imprecise for mine design purposes.
However, maps are easy to assimilate and can be provided with ·
tables of information that are user-orientated. Geomorphological
studies should therefore involve the mining engineer at a very
early stage and should supplement field geology at reconnaisance
level. It is only possible here to deal with a few areas
pertinent to the mine investment decision, but a further
application of geomorphological mapping is the planning of
exploration campaigns!
Slope Instablllt9.
This aspect is"of importance for both
underground and surface mines, e.g. the Frank Slide in Canada
completely destroyed an underground mine. The locations of
mine surface faci~ities, townships, access routes, waste dumps
and lagoons are also affected. The factors that increase the
risk of slope failure are:

1.

Loss of underlying or laterial support by
- washing out of granular materials by seepage erosion,
- undercutting by water (or glacier ice),
- weathering processes,
- man-made excavations at the toe of the slope,
- subsidence, natural or man-made.
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2.

Increased pore water pressure in joints and other
discontinuities.

3.

Increased supercharge (ice, snow, water, silt, etc.).

4.

Ground vibrations due to
- earthquakes,
- heavy traffic.

The factors that decrease the shearing resistance of the
materials resisting slope failure are:
1.

Material changes such as
- clays, shales, schi~t, etc., which decrease in
shear strength with increase in water content,
- materials of low cohesive strength (clays, sand,
organic matter, etc.),
- presences of discontinuities: faults, joints,
cleavage, foliation in schists, etc.

2.

Deterioration due to weathering.

3.

High ground water table due to:
- high precipitation,
- man-made s·torage,
- topographic depression.

Slope failures in competent unweathered rocks invariably
occur along discontinuities, e.g. joints, faults, fissures,
bedding planes, shear planes, etc., and one of the most important
controls is th~ angle at which major joint sets intersect the
surface. Other controls of importance are the continuity of
joints in the rock mass, joint plane roughness, filling and
waviness.
·
In unconsolidated or surficial materials the shear strength
and the presence of groundwater are the important controls.
For hreas slope failures can be expected to occur on
mountain fronts, steep sided valleys, steep hill slopes, escarpments, etc. hreas not so susceptible to slope failures include
flat areas not deeply incised by rivers. Generalised relief
categories defined from aerial photographs only are necessary
to locate such areas.
For Site investigations a check list approach provides an
index of slope stability. A suitable 4 box, multiple choice
check is provided elsewhere (Cook & Ooornkamp 1974).
Earthquakes. hlthough excavated slopes in open pit mines are
not particularly susceptible to earthquakes, landslides are
more likely to occur in earthquake areas. hs man cannot at
present control the occurrence or intensity of earth tremors
it is essential to identify areas of earthquake activity and
to avoid the erection of mine structures, slurry ponds, spoil
dumps, domestic buildings, etc.,. on sites that are potentially
unsafe or have potentially unstable slopes above them. hll
structures must be of special design and will cost more than
those of conventional construction (hlgermissen). The assessment
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of risk due to earthquakes (Whitman 1975) is beyond the
scope of the exploration geologist but much vital information
can be collected in the field. Although in the developed
parts of the world a considerable volume of earthquake data
are available there are many remote areas where seismic activity
may have gone by unrecorded. One particular case, a Far Eastern
country where 1000 m deep shafts were proposed to be sunk by the
freezing method through estuarine silts, had no recorded
earthquake data. The ice wall surrounding the sinking shaft
would be particularly vulnerable to earthquake accelerations.
Mining engineers investigating the site noted settlement cracks
in masonry structures, typical of subsidence induced by underground
mining, and when commenting on them were informed by the local
inhabitants that the damage had occurred some 30 years previously
during a minor earthquake, possibly due to differential settlement
of the underlying silts caused by the earthquake tremors, rather
than by the surface accelerations. A check on records in neighbouring countries showed that there had indeed been seismic
activity around that date. Other indications may be the use of
timber in preference to masonry for house construction, avalanche
rubble, etc.
Groundwater and Preclpltatlon. Water can be a great enemy of the
mining engineer and it is in this area that the exploration
geologist can provide the most valuable assistance to the mine
planner. The dried up wad! of the burning desert can become
a raging torrent due to flash flooding. An annual rainfall of
loo mm may seem insignificant but if it occurs during a 24 hour
period it can devastate an open pit. For economy the shafts of
an underground mine may be located in a valley bottom. In this
situation mines have been flooded due to the 10 year peak flood
level being higher than the shaft collar level. A small stream
that has to be diverted may seem to present few problems but it
becomes a very different proposition if it becomes swollen
seasonally to a fast-flowing river! All this may seem very
obvious but often the mine planner may only visit the mine site
for a few days before formulating the mine design concepts, and
must rely on the geologist for information.

Groundwater occurrence can go by unobserved if mud flush
drilling ls used. Air flush drilling can result in erroneous
stand-water levels in boreholes. All too often the exploration
programme does not include some deep boreholes and underlying
aquifers that could be disastrous are not identified at an early
stage.
Groundwater and run-off control can be significant capital
and operating cost items: an early indication of their magnitude
is essential. The geologist must set up small meteorological
stations at an early stage of exploration if reliable historic
meteorological data are not available.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Particular attention must be·paid to:
Drainage patterns, both site and areal.
Heavy rainfall, particularly over short periods of time.
Flood water level markers.
The presence of large bodies of water, e.g. rivers, lakes,
canals, etc. and the location of aquifer· recharge areas.
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5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Artesian outlets, particularly the yield of flowing
wells. Springs are important lithological indicators.
If there is a spring there is almost certainly a litholoqical chanqe or a man-made change ••
Standing water levels in wells can provide indicators of
the groundwater regime of the area.
Excavations: the inflow and quality of water.
Loss or gain of circulation during drilling.
The stability of borehcle walls,

A developing mine has a large
apetite for construction materials, which may only slightly
diminishwith the start of production. Sand, gravel and crushed
rock are required for road and rail track beds, macadam surfacing,
concrete, etc. The overburden of a surface mine may not contain
material suitable for haul road, slurry pond dam and other
construction. These are bulky corranodities of low intrinsic value
which are expensive to transport, so that proximity of supplies
to a mining area is of fundamental importance.
Construct1on Hater1al Resources.

Normally the cost of sand and gravel at a point 20 km from
its source is double the cost at the source.
Readily mineable sand and gravel occur mainly in four major
geomorphological contexts:
1. Channels, floodplains and terraces
2. Fluvio-glacial environments, where
materials may be laid down on, in,
lee sheets or glaciers, or carried
from them.
J. Marine environments, especially in
zone.
4. On slopes where suitable materials

of rivers.
a wide variety of
under or in front of
in melt water derived
the littoral (intertidal)
may be found in screes,etc.

Each of these sources has distinctive characteristics. The
better washed the deposit, the less processing (and cost) will be
required. Thus river deposits which have been subjected to
natural sorting and washing are usually preferable to glacial
.tills and other similar deposits. Particle size distribution is
also important as the presence of silts and clays is undesirable,.
while boulders make excavation more difficult. Also of importance
are the shape, composition and physical properties of the particles.
Lime is of great importance in land reclamation, mine water
treatment, road sub-grade stabilising and as a cement substitute
for mortar. In many remote areas ~ime has traditionally been
used as a construction material and the outcrops may previously
have been denuded. Where cement has to be imported considerable
saving may be possible by the use of this old fashioned material.
The appraisal of possible suitable deposits normally involves
_the following: preliminary survey of available geoloqical and
topographic maps and aerial photographs, fieldreconnaissanceof
the deposits including areal extent and approximate estimation
of reserves, sampling from available exposures, etc., and analysis
to determine characteristics of the materials~
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This knowledge will enable the mine planners to estimate
construction and operating costs with much greater confidence
at an early stage.
Land£orm Aesthetlcs. The designation of -areas of outstanding
natural beauty", -green belts-, -national parks", "nature
monuments", etc. reflects the importance attached by ~estern
Society to the landscape of our environment. In the past two
decades, however, the numbers worldwide with a taste for
scenery, the ability to visit it and the desire to protect it,
have increased exponentially and so have the pressures for
recreational areas. The mining industry has been the "bad boy"
in the past in the field of environmental protection and is
perhaps receiving more than its fair share of attention at
present for despoiling the earth's surface. The environmentalist/
conservationist lobby appears to be here to stay and of course
reputable mining corporations do not operate as the irresponsible
few did in the past. As a result the onus is on the mining
industry as a whole to come to terms with the seemingly
irreconcilable fundamental problems involved.

The first is to define the landscapes that people enjoy.
The emotional responses of individuals or groups to differing
landscapes are extremely complex and 'the psychology of
environmental perception is an area beset with unpredictable
hazards! Additionally perceptive fashion changes with time.
Secondly, it is becoming necessary to describe the aesthetic
value of scenery in quantitative terms. Even when the landscape
preferences are known and understood (usually they are not!)
the difficult problem remains of presenting the results in a
form that is acceptable to other interested parties. Thirdly
in landscape appraisal the form of the ground and the nature
of the geomorphological processes may be regarded as important
by the informed observer of landforms but the general public
and others do not consider such views important and this makes
a universally accepted quantitative approach difficult.
If the steepness of the slopes is taken as an example
there are widely divergent views. The agriculturalist may
require a final reclaimed slope not exceeding 1 in 20 to
avoid soil erosion while a residential developer may be
satisfied with 1 ins. The recreational area developer,
however, may be interested in creating some steep slopes! The
finally proposed land use is therefore of so~e importance.
A number of quantitative approaches to appraisal have
been suggested (Leopold 1969: Linton 19681 Fines 1968).
Of these techniques those based on the analysis of landscape
attributes appears to be the most realistic and it is not
surprising that most are based on qeomorphological data.
These methods have greatest appeal.to the land use planners,
etc. but all should be warned that the results could be
simply the unverified guesses of what the assessor believes
most peop~e value in landscape!
The explorer should without doubt be aware of the quantitative techniques of landscape assessment and be aware of the
effect of mining on an area, but above all else he should,
where possible, report on the personal preferences and prejudices
of the local population and the visitors to the area, and any
possible measures that may have to be taken to preserve,
restore or improve a mining area.
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The use of geomorphology should be complementary to
other geological techniques used by the exp~orer. Defore
the st.irt of an exploration programme detailed discussion with
the mine planners is essential to determine the requirements
of mine design, but the outcome of such discussions should
not be construed as rigid guidelines on the exploration work.
All too often pre-conceived ideas over-influence the conduct
of an exploration c.impaign. The geologist is a trained
observer who is particularly qualified to seek out information
and make .in interpretation of a situation. Geomorphology
should be an additional tool in his kit of tools to ensure
that accurate and vital information is provided for mine design
and costing.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The success of a mining venture is ~easured by the r.ite
of return on investment regardless of the elegance of the
geological investigation. The role of the geologist is to
reduce the investment uncertainty and n.irrow down the risks
in what is an extremely difficult and financially haznrdous
business. The ore body is the heart of all ~ining feasibility
studies. The geologist must collect a ~assive breath of
information, a~plify, corroborate and verify it in a series
of rigorous steps, involving many tools and techniques, plus
close collaboration with his professional colleagues, until
prudent investment is justified, or equally important, a
decision to abandon the project is warranted. such activities
are the best possible training for the highest level of
management in the extractive industry. They pose an onerous
responsibility and a unique opportunity for the geologist.
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1\PPENDIX 1\
THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE

The Delphi Technique was developed by T. Gordon, o. Helmer and
N. Dalkey of the RAtm Corporation. The original technique involved
the use of questionnaires asking experienced people the time period
over which specified events may be expected to occur. The expert
opinions collected are systematically worked towards a consensus of
opinion by the use of sequential interrogations. 1\lthough some Delphl
exercises involve up to 13 rounds of questions, the original technique
involved four rounds1
·

1.

1\n

2.

second questionnaire is prepared which provides the results of
the first questionnaire, and asks individuals who provided answers
outside the middle 50 per cent of the responses (the interquartile
range) to give reasons why their answers depart frOl!I the other
responses obtained.

J.

The third round of the survey provides all the participants with
the reasoning behind or the justification for the outer quartiles
answers.

4.

Finally the fourth round gives all the participants the opportunity
to consider the reasons given for the "extreme" (outer quartiles)
answers, and the participants are asked for one last opinion.

initial survey questionnai~e is issued.

A

The range of the responses from the consensus of opinion ls as
important to those conducting tho exercises as the statistically mean
response.
The Delphi Technique can provide the individual researcher with a
consensus forecast by experts, of statistical significAnce. Not all
surveys hovever will provide a consensus of opinion. ni-modal responses
can occur. In this case if a consensus is the objective the researcher
can reject or rephrase the questions so that a consensus is achieved.
1\ further method is to "weight" the answers according to the degree of
expertise placed on each participant. The weighted and unweighted
responses are compared.
One of the major advantages of the Delphi method is that "contamination
of results• ls eliminated. Joseph Marino's book*Technological Forecasting
for Decision Haking•makes some very important points on group decisions and
"contamination of results• by cert~in members of a corrmittees
"I\ group can exert a strong social pressure on its inembers - pressure
for instance, to agree with the majority, even when the indlvldual feels
the majority ls wrong. This is especially in the production of group
forecasts, since these are not matters of fact but only of informed opinion.
One member of the group may well give up prenentlng relevant factorn if the
remainder of the group persists in taking a contrary view".

A Delphi exercise avoids this situation.
Technique has two other advantages1
(a)

1\ddltionally the Delphi

The nature and precision of the documentation for future reference
and cross referencing rurposes.

(b) The degree to which the influence of misinformation ls reduced compared
with other groups, e.g. corrmittees, "brainstorming• sessions,
task forces,etc.
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As the group interaction in a Delphi exercise is carried out through
responses to the questionnaire, each round and its results are
statistically tabulated. The iterations through all the rounds and the
feedback are systematically documented at each stage of the exercise.
If there is then any concern at any stage during the exercise about a
particular result, the complete iterative process from which the result
was derived can be re-examined in detail. By contrast other group
exercises, e.g. the minutes of c011111ittees, are nowhere so rigorously
structured. Furthermore the Delphi method is a valid statistical process
which covers the opinions of all the group participants rather than
being just the majority opinion.
APPENDIX B
'111E EXPLORATION DISCOVERY HODEL
This exploration discovery model described by Bailly (1968) while not
claiming to quantify the four components of the •value of exploration• provides
a basis for discussing the unique aspects of the exploration decision.
The four basic exploration problems to be considered arer
1.

Is there a chance that a mineral deposit occurs in this area?

2.

If a mineral deposit is present, what is the best estimate of its
possible value?

J.

If a mineral deposit is present, can it be found with available tools?
At what cost? How soon?

4.

Can the rights to explore be secured? If an ore body ls found, can lt
be held and profits earned from this discovery?

The numbers 1, 2, J and 4 can be given the following titles and are
controlled by the following activities 'and factors.
PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE:
Selection of regions, selection of
evaluation and up-dating of target
hypotheses, genetic hypotheses(?),
of exploration programme: decision
and production.

areas, selection of targets, continuous
concepts: ore deposit IIIOdels, working
genetic theories(?), continuous appraisal
to continue, previous record of discovery

NET PRESElll' VAWE OF EXPECTED ORE DEPOSITS TO BE DISCOVERED:
Forecast of: conunodity demand and price, capital and production costs,
method of financing, expected tax regime, depletion and depreciation, land
CQsts, tonnage and grade estimates, and geometry of expected deposit, economic
valuation of targets.
PROBABILITY OF DETECTION:
EXPLORATION COSTS~ selection/scheduling of effective methods and techniques,
efficient application of such methods and techniques, translation of planned
work into time and expenditure units, continuous appraisal of results in terms
of discovery possibility, continuous updating, methods, scheduling of work,
transportation, fuel, energy, skilled labour, supplies, health hazards,
availability of capital, exploration incentives.
SECURITY OF LAND TENURE:
Land laws, ownership patterns, optioning patterns, competition, strategy
and tactics of land acquisition, encouragment of free enterprise, possibility
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of expropriation, possibility of political unrest, honesty in government and
employees, repatriation of capital and profit, tenure jeopardised by other
activities of the canpany.
The key characteristics of the IIIOdel are (a) the multiplicative
probabilities involved in determining whether the investment will have any
positive Net Present Value, (b) the complexity of the factors determining
the probabilities and the expected value of the discoveries, and (c) the fact
that even though the IIIOdel is present in terms of risk (known probabilities),
they are subject to much uncertainty. Often the "probabilities" are only an
educated guess.
The ptobability of occurrence of an ore body in 'the exploration model
must rely on a part qualitative and a part quantitativP. evaluation of
the chance that a mineral deposit occurs in a specific area. Examples
and references to qualitative work are available (Vogely, 1975). In
other cases the probability of occurrence contains a large subjective
element and relies heavily on the experience of the geologint in finding
ore bodies.
The U.S. Department of Energy has developed a procedure to attempt
to quantify the probability of occurrence of uranium (lletland, 1977).
The method is based on assessing the potential of a new area by comparJng
it to a thoroughly explored "control area•.
Bailly, P.A. 1968. Erploratlon Methods and Requlrements, in Pfleider, F..P. (Ed.)
•surface Hining". Seeley W. Hudd Series, AIHE, New York 1968.
Hetland, C.L., Grundy, W.D. 1977,
Junction Colorado, u.s.A.

rotentJal Resources, UIS, Grand

Vogely, W.A. 1975, Mlneral Materlals Modelling, Resources for the Future,
John Hopkins -University Press, Washington, DC.
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THE WINTER'S

LECTURES

Following a decision by the Society's council, the
speakers during last winter's lecture meetings were
invited to submit short written versions of their talks
for publication in the Transactions. They did not all
respond, but those that did are printed below.

AN ICE AGE IN THE SAHARA
Percy Allen, F.R.S.
· Along the Southern margin of the Sahara lies the
Jloggar Massif. Here an uplift of Precamhrian crystalline
rocks metamorphosed long before the Palaeozoic is
unconformably covered by undeformed and very gently dipping
sedimentary rocks. The highest of these include graptolitebearing shales, indicative of an invasion of the sea in
Silurian times. Beneath the graptolitic shales lies a
comp~ex group of sedimentary rocks including tillites
(lithified boulder clays), varved silts and clays, with
dropstones. 'The present erosion level has exhumed a
variety of glacial land-forms, such as eskers, kettles,
stone polygons, striated pavements and possible pingoes,
all clearly indicating an intense glacial episode of
Ordovician age, some 450 million years ago. During this
ice age the Saharan landscape must have been similar to
the present day Antarctic.
Marginal glacial deposits have been found further
north in the Sahara, and other occurrences of glacial
sediments of Ordovician age have been reported from Libya,
Chad, Mauritania and Sierra Leone, clearly demonstrating
the former con•tinental extent of the ice sheet. Hore
remote occurrences lie in South Africa, but probably the•
most significant are in Brazil, which was joined to the
west of Africa in this period before continental drift
opened the South Atlantic. Limited palaeo-magnetic data
supports the deduction that the Sahara lay in high
latitudes in the Ordovician.
Transgressions and regressions of the sea are known
in British Ordovician sediments, indicating oscillations
of sea level. Some of them could have been motivated by
the waxing and waning of the Saharan ice sheets.
Reference,
Allen, P. 1975. Ordovician glacials of the Central
Sahara. PP• 275 - 286 in "lee Ages, Ancient- and
Modern". edited by A. E. Wright & F. Moseley.
Geological Journal Special Issue No. 6. Seel House
Press, Liverpool.
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BUBONIC PLAGUE IN ART, LITERATURE AND LEGEND
N, S, Hair
Between the Black Death of 134B and the final and
terrible visitation at Marseilles in 1720, the plague
dominated Europe, For 400 years epidemics of the 'Great
Dying' were so frequent that every generation must hnve
thought them inevitable, Today it is difficult to
conceive of the terror under which people lived in the
shadow of a disease that seemed inexplicable, irresistable
and incurable, Writers and artists, who express the
feelings and aspirations of their generation, hnve left
their testimony, Petrarch, Boccaccio and Machiavelli were
eye witnesses of the Black Deaths Pepys and others of the
Great Plague of London1 the theme of plague is found in
the works of Porugino, Tintoretto, Tiepolo, Mantenga and
othors1 in almost every country in Europe and Asia,
plague has become part or legend and folk-lore, The
plague, as seen through the eyes of writers and artists,
and as told in myth and legend, was the subject of this
talk,
Though the history of-plague goes back at least
1500 years its cause and mode of spread was not discovered
until the late 19th to early 20th centuries, Bubonic
plague is a disease of rodents caused by the germ
Yers1n1a pest1s· and is transmitted to man by the rat
flea. When the lungs become infected the victim develops
a highly contagious and invariably fatal pneumonia,
The first great pandemic of plague, the Plague of
Justinian, began about 540 AD and ravaged Europe for
50 years. Rome was attacked in 592 AD with appnlling
effect. Pope Gregory 1st led a groat procession through
the streets of Rome to the Basilica of the Virgin for a
mass of intercession. Gregory•s procession hns afforded
a favourite theme for art. Two examples of the genre
include a 15th century miniature from 'The Trcs Riches
Jleures• of the Duke of Berry and a painting by Sebastian
Ricci conceived 300 years later.
For nearly 800 years Europe remained singularly free
of plague. Then in 134B the Black Death struck Europe
with a staggering ferocity which had never been seen before
and has never been seen since, Betweem 134B and 1350 the
Great Mortality destroyed between a quarter and one third
of Europe's population. Many doctors ran away, and anywny
those who remained were ineffectual and often held.up to
ridicule as evidenced by the po~trait shown of a 'Plague
Doctor' protecting himself from contagion with large
crystal spectacles, a snout filled with a smoldng mixture
or aromatic spices and a long white wand for taking the
pulse and at the same time keeping him at a safe distance
from the patient
The Church attempted to allay the
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fears of the faithful by forbidding the tolling of church
bells and the wearing of mourning. Fear of death without
confession was overcome by according general absolution to
all the faithful dying of plague. In Leicester the latter
was not granted to debtors - 'Semper Eadom• I
Since plague was looked upon as a punishment from God
it is not surprising that in a highly religious age the
faithful turned to the saints and the Virgin Hary for
succour, to intercede with God on their behalf. One can
trace about 80 local saints but there were only three with
universal appeal, st. Sebastian, st. Roch and the Virgin
Mary. That this w11s ao ia confirmed by the numerous
frescoes, alterpieces, st11tues and paintings that can be
seen in churches and art galleries all over Europe.
Examples or St, Sebastian were shown from paintings by the
brothers Pollaiuolo, Mantegna, llans Hemling, Holbein&
St. Roch was shown in a painting by Titian and in two woodcarvings as well as by slides of a stained-glass window of
the saint which can be seen in the chapel at Launde Abbey.
The Hadonna protecting the people against the plague was
depicted in paintings by minor masters like Barnaba of
Modena, Ludovica Brea, and in a plague banner by the
Pcrugian painter Bonfigli.
In the long run the instinctive reaction to run away
from the plague was more effective than the intercession of
the saints. Among the more notable persons who did so was
Queen Elizabeth I who ran away from plague-stricken London
and took refuge in her castle at Windsor. She had a gallows
built in Windsor to hang any Londoner who had the temerity
to follow her example t One Londoner who fled the city in
1665 was Thomas Rawlings, the founder of the school of that
name in Quorn. His cottage which still bears the name
'Pest Cottage• can be seen in Old Woodhouse.
In times or fear and panic men often turn to violence,
At the height of the Black Death the Jews were accused of
poisoning the wells and corrupting the air. In the three
years during which the Black Death raged, 350 pogroms took
place. Sixty large Jewish communities and 150 smaller
communities were exterminated, often at the instigation or
the Flagellants. In their extent and Ceroci ty. these
m11ssacres had no equ.:il until the 20th century set new
standards for man's inhum11nity to man.
Plague is not a th£ng of the past. It is still very
much with us. In the last 20 years more than 45,000 persons
contracted plague in 29 countries. In the words of Camus•s
'La Peste•, "the plague bacillus never dies •• ,"
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DICKENS

THE MAN BEHIND THE BOOKS

Philip Collins
llow does the man Charles Dickens relate to the novels
he created ? l\S everyone knows, .. David Copperfield''
includes elements of autobiography, and traces of Dickens's
own personality and experiences appear in~Little Dorriti
"Great Expectations"and other late novels1 but he wns not
often nor primarily a "confessional" novelist, ns was
D, H. Lawrence, who was constantly dramatising himself and
his recent experiences. Dickens, as novelist, was more
outgoing, an observer and an imaginer. Nevertheless, any
intelligent reader of the novels and other stories could
make many correct guesses about the m.~n who wrote them that he loved Christmas, for instance, that he knew
London intimately and had~ special affection for Kent,
that he had lived in America, France and Italy, and that
he was genial, amusing, practical, a wide-awake man of a
lively energetic and positive disposition. Many friends,
relatives, colleagues and acquaintances (quoted from the
lecturer's forthcoming collection 'oickens1 Interviews and
Recollections) concur in finding much of the man in the
works. "Take the best out of Dickens's writings" snid
Hans Andersen, "make from them the picture of a man, and
you have Charles Dickens". The man was as lovable as the
author, wrote a young colleague, he Wholly lived up to the
expectations one had of him from his books.
While there is much truth in this, it is not the whole
truth, however. His daughter Katey, discussing him years
after his death, concluded, "Hy father was a wicked man,
a very wicked man".
On another occasion, she said, more
moderately, that she could sum up his faults on half a
sheet of notepaper, and would begin with these words 1
"What 'could you expect from such an uncanny grmious 7"
What Katey had most in mind then was her father's separnti11g
from his wife - in effect, throwing her out after twenty-two
years of marriage - and his infatuation for a young actress,
Ellen Ternan, who probably became his mistress. These
events and emotional disturbances would hardly be deduced
from the novels - though critics, alerted in the 1930s to
the full story of this tempestuous period of his life, did
find in the novels, convincingly, several covert indications
of these emotional strains. Vickens•s sense both of pride
and of privacy disinclined hlm to drarMtise such material
directlyJ moreover, as a highly popular author, in a
morally censorious age, he avoided the presentation of
illicit love-affairs. There were other sensitive areas
where the novelist felt inclined or obliged to diverge from
the mnn. The melodramatic or sentimental presentation of
"fallen women" in his fiction, for instance, 1tccords with
contemporary literary stereotypes1 one would not guess that,
for a dozen years, Dickens had helped, with splendid good
sense, to run a Home for just such women.
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There are, then, some conflicts and disparities
between the man and the authors but far more often there
is an obvious continuity between them. A remarkable author,
manifestly enough, he was a remarkable man too - "an
exception", wrote a colleague, "to the general rule of
authors• being so much less interesting than their books".
A complex man, too1 genial, sociable, socially responsible,
a good citizen, and a practical philanthropist, he could
sometimes behave almost outrageously, and there were· dark
depths and aggressive elements in his character - but this
mixture in his temperament accords with the heterogeneous
mode of his art, for almost every novel embraces many moods,
from the comic and farcical to the pathetic and violent.
The greatest English humourist, he was also a novelist
specialising in crime, guilt and madness. He was remarkable
too in the range or his non-literary skills. As a young man
he had been the fastest shorthand reporter in London, later
he attracted many other superlatives - the greatest amateur
actor (and professional recitalist) of his day, its finest
after-dinner speaker, one of its most successful magazine
editors, and a very efficient chairman, whether of a
committee or of a public meeting. Leading lawyers,
physicians and actors said that he would have gone to the
top in their professions, had he entered them. In the last
weeks of his life he confessed two ambitions, to run a
great theatre, and to write a cookery book. He was, wrote
an American observer, "the cleverest man I ever metr I mean
he impresses you with the alertness of his various powers.
This many-sided cleverness, this competence in sundry
practical activities (he was a keen householder, too,for
instance) have obvious bearings upon his fiction. In his
novels he ranges widely over many occupational groups, from
various levels of society. He is concerned not only with
love and hatred and courtship and the family, but also with
how money is made and spent, how institutions and organisations operate, how society works. He is a worldly feet-onthe ground novelist - though a highly imagim1tive one too and the good sense and the command of the texture of
ordinary life, so central to the novels, is evident in his
daily existence and his ability to tum his hand to many
activities. 1\s many observers remarked, he did not look
like a "literary" man, but a sea-captain, or an astute
businessman, or a successful actor, or some other kind of
"man of action" - "a first-rate practical intellect, with
•no nonsense' about him" (to quote two friends).
The physical feature which everybody most noticed
about him was his penetrating eyes, and then the vivacity
of his faces and again we are reminded of his writings full of observation, highly visual, lively and spirited.
1\n American journalist's remark about his personal manner
could, similarly, be applied to his mode of writings there
was about him "a sort of swell or overflow, as of a
prodigality or life", 1\. brief account, such as this,
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cannot mention, let alone do justice to, many other
features of his character, behaviour or experience. The
recollections of two young girls (as they were, when they
met him) may provide a final illustration of our theme.
Thackeray•s daughter Annie was struck by "that curious
life-giving force of his" when he entered a room "everybody lighted up", and at children's parties "the spirit of
mirth and kindly jollity was a reality to ev~ryone present"
because of "thnt wondrous fairy gift of leadership" he
possessed. 'Hhat remained the "strongest impression" for
another girl, years after meeting Dickens, was "his power
of putting himself in complete sympathy with other people1
and I believe that to be the key-note of his genious".
Entertaining her and her teenage brother, be became "one of,
us - a boy - only a boy beyond compare in exuberance of
mirth, quickness of wit, and inexhaustible capacity for
happiness". How these recollections-of the man relate to
the creative spirit of the novels, it would bo superfluous
to point out.

ENGLISH TRAITS IN OUR OLD HOME
by Paris Leary

Americans in the 19th century were keenly nwnre of
life and thought in Europe, and the most representative
were so far from feeling culturally inferior as now to
appear smug or sometimes vulgarly boastful. Even
Margaret Fuller, one of the most sophisticated thinkers
of that - or any other - time spoke with contempt of
Americans who were "servile" to the old continent.
"Hollow England with its monstrous wealth and cruel
poverty, its conventional life, law, practical aims",
"France, full of talent, so adroit, yet so shallow and
glassy, which could not escape from a false position with
all its baptism of blood", "that lost Poland, strongly
bound down by trecherous hands in all the force of genius",
"Austria and its royalty that represents nothing, people
who as people are and have nothing", and generally, "the
public failure seems amazing, seems monstrous", etc.
0

England comes off best in her amos-like dedunciation of
the English as individunls, who are "solid, wisely, good •••
but prevented from worth and imagination by the Britannic
fluid •• •" yet in her praise of Americn she is temperate,
wry and speaks as a true Yankee, noting three kinds of
American.
1) The servile American, subject to every
trend of fashion in Europe1 2) the conceited American,
"Jonathan in the sprawling state" - but she writes, "add
thought and culture and he'll be a man of might" and
3) "the thinking American", who wants lo keep the best of
the past to invest in the future.
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Doth Ralph Waldo Emerson and Nathanial Hawthorne, seer
and fabulist, would have concurred with her views, and both
visited England to investigate "English Traits" in "Our Old
llomo" - the two titles of the books resulting from these
expeditions.
Of all the 1\mericans who came to England in the last
century - and they were all but countless, a number of
famous names figure largely - Washington Irving (who wrote
"The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" in Dirmingham : ) , James
Fenimore Cooper, Herman Melville, et al., but the most
interesting are Emerson and Hawthorne - for the most
paradoxical of reasons.
The radical Emerson was the guest of what we should
cnll the "managerial class" and saw the economic and class
struggle of the first half of the century (he came twice,
in 1033 and in 1847 to 1048, tl1e latter a year of great
circumstance all over Europe) through their eyes, the
Yankee anarchist thereby being turned into a defender or
apoloqist for what his own instincts would have led him
normally to despise. The chapter on 'ability• in "E.T."
sounds like a homilotical defence of Birmingham capitalism.
("The Frenchman invented the ruffle, the Englishman the
shirt"), and his Manchester bears little resemblance to
that described in Marx's "Capital" Vol. I, pt. III.
Graduating in his lecture tour from the Mechanics Institute,
so to speak, to the Lyceum, his audience, though increasingly middle-class, affluent, chiefly nonconformist or
unitarian in sponsorship, he became, though he would have
disliked the charge, brashly Anglophile,
"the wise traveller will naturally choose the best
of actual nations, and an Americi'ln lms more reason
than another to draw him to Britain".
English manners grow naturally out of ability (hero he
sounds like Thackeray in "The Book of Snobs" but means it).
In a chapter on "Truth" he admires English probity and
refers to a French comment that the English annoyed
Napoleon chiefly because they knew how to combine success
with honesty, Emerson adds, with a down-east humour, that
Wellington knew the French Empire would fail because it did
not bring new trade, better modern agriculture, or new
manufactures,
The central paradox of all Emerson•s remarks about
England is that this Transcendalist, who livos in a world
or ideality and who was never 'deedy', despite his
customary criticism and sly sarcasm, plainly likes and
enjoys England, the 'actual nation',
Hawthorne too made a strange place for himself.
Retiring, once a recluse, aristocratic in breeding and
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temperament, who would hate to have been called a Doston
Brahmin, this refined and refining writer spenks about
England in a manner more akin to Engels and H'lrx tlH1n might
be supposed of the author of "Mosses from an Old Manse".
In his "Our Old Home" abstracted and refined from his
journals (later they too were published, thouqh thoroughly
edited by his wife) he records the sights and sounds of a
busy industrial Liverpool where he was Consul from 1853-1857.
The book is full of anecdote and description of m,1ny places
and travels in England and Scotland, but it is the Liverpool
scenes which remain most vividly wiU1 the reader.
Unlike Emerson, sponsored by wealthy, if philanthropic,
businessmen, he travelled privately, looked and s,1w
(Emerson looked and felt) with the novelist's raven-like
fascination for detail. He too liked England, but for
reasons virtually the opposite or Emerson's - its quaintness, antiquity, venerability. lie hated church ~estoralion
and what we, tutored by writers like Detjcman regard as the
glories of the Gothic Revival - such churches were to him
raw and "new", and that last adjective he used to condemn,
not simply to observe. He is happiest in rural Englnnd,
viewing churches half in ruins, and comments in "Our Old
Home" and the "Journals" on the satisfactory gloom or
overgrown ivy so often some Ph.D. student or computor must
tabulate eventually.
His descriptions startle more than Emers.,n• s. England,
he says, has no scenery to speak of, except in bona fide
beauty spots like the Lake District or the l'e:,k.
"English
scenery is not particularly well worth looking at,
considered as a spectacle or as a picture" (ln his Italian
Journal this descendant of one of the hanging judges of
Salem is explicit in his preference for Italy, the Italians
and - most surprisingly - displays profound regret that the
New England Church had not retained the beauty of statuary
and pictures in its devotional world - but all that is
another subject).
Host memorable is his picture of the great port of
Liverpool - mean houses where fires were needed in the
summer, the perpetual grey drizzle, the bare feet of
working-class women on winter cobblestones, the filthy
smoke, the incessant noise of steam-packets. Ills pictures
are painted in grey and blacks, as in "The Sc:,rlet Letter"
there is little colour, and where it docs app~ar it is to
accentuate the gloom, poverty and misery he sees all ro11nd
him.
Yet he does love his "old home", and in an unclmracter istic outburst claims he would prefer to live there
rather than in 1\merica - if only it were a republic l Ills
moral rcctit11de forbids us to call him a liar, but we may
wonder just what really prompts thnt remark.
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But, finally, it is Emerson who really astounds us.
This Concord anarchist closes an address to the Manchester
At.11enaeum wit.h t.he direct and bold remarks t.hat F.ngland
only and what of England is in America - t.hat only is what
we mean by civilisat.ion, and the future of the very race
depends upon it,
Hawthorne, mandarin,
and Emerson, libertarian,
a capita list hawk present
paradoxes or 19th century

sounding like a Pravda reporter
a true anarchist, sounding like
one of t.he most interesting
Anglo-American literature,

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR 1979-1980
This year has ooen an active and fruitful tJme for the Society.
Apart from the regrettable repetition of last year's problem, created
by the late withdrawal of John Bayley and Iris Murdoch from their
agreement to speak, the progrBJm1e as advertised was maintained. The
Council met throughout the year and dealt with matters affecting the
Society.
The one real difficulty was caused by the delay in the publication
of the transactions. II sub-committee appointed by council met and its
propm,als W<'rP endorsed by the November meeting, whereby Or, Ford
assumed responsibility for the publication of the transactions. II
tribute was paid to Dr. Ford for a successful resolution of this
problem, with the issue of volume 73 early in the year.
It was also resolved that in all future bookings, lecturers should
be informed that their lectures should conclude not later that 9.00 pa.
After the lectures Hr. Hann has continued to provide coffee, for
which we offer our thanks. Thanks were also recorded for Hr. Cope who
has been on hand to assist with slide projectors and microphone at all
meetings,
Hr. Callie, the programme secretary, is unable to continue owing
to pressure of work. The Council wish to record their appreciation of
the excellent service he has given.
Our sponsors, Messrs. Lat.hams, the Leicester Mercury and the
Leicester City Council Recreational and cultural Services continued
their support and we extend to the,,i our sincerr. gratitude. Our thanks
too, to the museum staff for their willing and cheerful co-operation at
all times.
We are sad to record the death of Hr. 11,E. Lockington-Vial, who
was a president of the Society and served as a Life Vice-President for
many years.
Jennie Cameron
Secretary.
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The Progra11111e of the session 1979-80 was as follows:
8th October
Opening Meeting - Address ~y the Prenident, followed
by a social gathering with the Lord Mayor and l~dy Mayoress present.
15th October
•The Quest for authenticity• by Andrrw and Gillian
Wilson-Dickson of the Music Department, Leicester University.
29th October
The Latham Lecture. Professor Jack Spence spoke at
short notice in place of John Bayley and Irish Murdoch. Ills
subject was concerned with politics and novels.
12th November The Leicester Mercury Lecture - •1n nnd out of the nox•
by Robert Dougall.
26th November •English Traits in our old home - the 1\merican in
19th century England• by Paris Leary, Lecturer in 1\merican
Literature, Leicester University.
10th December •The Bubonic Plague in Art, Literature and lf'(Jend• by
Dr. N.S. Hair.
21st January
•oickens - the man behind the books• by Philip Collins,
Professor of English, Leicester University.
4th February
•The British Trust for Ornithology and Bird Ringing" by
C.J. Head, (joint meeting with Natural History section).
18th February •Modern Medicine - disease or cure?" by H;irshall Harinkl'r,
Professor of Community llealth, Leicester Univ.-reity.
Jrd March
•ice Ages in the Sahara• - The Professor Sylv.-ster-nradley
Memorial Lecture by Professor P. Allen, F.n.s 7 Professor of Geology,
Reading University.
17th March
•The At;tleeGovernment, the golden nge of the labour party•
by Maurice Shock, Vice Chancellor of the University of Leicester.
12th Hay

Annual General Meeting.
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Two issues of the Newsletter appeared in 1979, edit~ by Nr. L.C.
Lewis. The autumn issue was largely a collation by Dr. McNeil of the
Phenological forms sent in by members. Some of the records appeared
in the National report in the Countryside magazine.

1111 lPctures during the year were fascinating, absorbing and of a
very high standard.
The Symposium organised by the Section and the University on
H.,rch 3rd at Vaughan Coll"'}e had, as its theme 'The Natural History of
Roads, Railways and Canals'. Speakers were Dr. Marilyn Palmer,
Dr. J.M. Way, Dr. n.L. Gulliver and Hr. I.H. Evans.
During the sununer there were two full day excursions, to Cressbrookdale
in ~rbyshire and to Cley Marshes Bird Reserve, Norfolk. As usual, Jan
Dawson worked miracles to provide such a well organised and varied prograimne.
Paid-up membership for the year was 179 (compared with 161 for 1978).
Ordinary meetings were held at fortnightly intervals, and the average
attendance for the second half of the 1978/79 winter session was 62, to
hear the following speakers:
3rd January
17th January
31Rt January
5th February
14th February
28th February
14th March

H""'bers• Contributions, or a chance to do your own thing!
Dr. J.A. Bullock - "Freshwater Invertebrates of Rutland
tlater".
P.W. Jones and 11.N. llall - "Focus on Birds".
J.K. Burras - "Journey to 'The Lost World' • (Joint
meeting with rarent Body).
P.11. Gamble - "Butterflies at llome in Leicestershire"
Hrs. D. Dall and J.G. Williams - •Kenyan Safari•
(Open meeting).
5.11. Bishop - "The Flora of the White Peak".
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The Annual General Meeting was held on 28th March 1979, after which
slides were shown by a number of members.
The Section's summer progrmmie of outdoor meetings wns as follows:

n.

Barnack llllls and lloles

28th llpril

Hr.

12th Hay

Hrs. D.V. Kolaczek
and Hr. J. Lang

Piper and oakley Woods

26th Hay

Hrs. J. Buchanan
and Hr. G. Sellars

Pickworth Great Wood

Hrs. J. Buchanan
and Hr. G. Sellars

Collyweston Oelc'ps and Dumps

9th June
24th June

Hr.

Harris

s.n.

Bishop

Cressbrookdale, Derbyshire full-day excursion

7th July

Hr. P.H. Gamble

Newton Burgoland Harsh

21st July

Mr. D.J. Gordon

Burrough 11111 to Great Dalby

25th July

Dr. A. Fletcher -

Narborough Churchyard, lichen
recording - evening meeting

Hr. & Hrs. J.W.
llesselgreaves

Carlton, Ashby Canal

15th August

Drs. J.

Garden Nature Reserve evening meeting

18th August

Lt. Co. D.H. Hall-SMith Beaumont llall Botanic Gardens,
moth trapping - evening meeting

4th August

&

D.F. OWen

lat September Hr. I.H. Evans

Hedgerow Walk, Keyham

16th September

Cley Marshes Blrd Reserve, Norfolk
full-day excursion

29th September Dr. J. Rice

Glacial gravel deposits geological meeting

13th October

Hr. & Hrs. J.D.
Fieldhouse

'

Spring Wood - fungus meeting

The average attendance at field meetinge was 32. The Section would
like to thank all leaders, landowner& and other helper& who made the
programme successful.
The indoor winter progr111nme for 1979/80 began on 17th October wllh a
Members' Exhibition Evening and other speakers were:
Jlst
14th
28th
12th

October
tlovember
November
December

I.H. Evans - •westward Ito!•
Dr. D.11. Reid - •rung!" (Seventh Sowter Memorial Lecture)
N.R. Dove - •The Land of God Okra•
Dr. c. Leach - "Galls"

The average attendance for these meetings was 77.
The Section would like to thank the Museum for the facilities whlch it
provides for all indoor meetings.
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There were ten ordinary meetings during the winter, and eight
excursions in the sunaner. Attandances at the former averaged fifty
and the latter twenty. In addition there was a fluccessful Saturday
School held at .Vaughan College on the theme of Ores and Resources, and
Professor Percy Allen gave the Sylvester-Bradley Memorial lecture to a
joint mretlng of the Section and the Parent Society. Membership during
the session was 106.
Octo!>er 10th
October 24th
November 7th
November 21st
Novemrn-r 24th

December 5th
DecP1nber 19th
January 9th
January 23rd
February 6th
February 20th
H:trch 3rd
March 10th
March 19th

Dr. E.A. Jobbins •0pal deposits in Brazil".
Dr. A.K. Ferguson •volcanism in southeast Australia•.
Dr. W. Reitd •Analyzlng a sedimentary basin•
Dr. K. Langley• Clays and Isotope dating•
Saturday School on "Ores and Resources•
Dr. J. O'Leary "lfhat is an ore deposit?"
Or. C.H. James "Exploring for mineral deposits•
Dr. H.J. Scoble "Mineral Resources"
Prof. Janet Watson "Ore deposition and crustal evolution"
Or. J.HcH. Moore "Structural Guides to Ore"
Prof. A.C. Dunham "Industrial Minerals and Rocks"
Dr. H. Brasier "The cambrian evolutionary explosion"
Convers11zione
Dr. n.s. Torrens "Early pioneers of Leicestershire Geology•
Or. H. Norry "Kllrroo basalts and the breakup of Gondwanaland"
Dr. J.11. HcD. Whitaker "New light on old canyons and fans"
Dr. T.D. Ford "Geology in Southwest Colorado"
Prof. Percy Allen "Ice ages in the Sahara"
J. Wooldridge, "Ogof Ffynnon Odu and other caves"
Annual General Meeting

Field excursions held in SUIIWller 1979
Hay 19th
June 2nd
June 16th
August 5th
August 18th
September 1st
September 7th-9th
October 14th

Minerals of the Matlock Area1 or. R.J. Harker
Middle and upper Cambri11n of Warwickshire: Hr. A.F. Cook
Jurassic rocks of the Peterborough district: Hr. T. Cross
Up the Swannington railway: Hr. I.H. nlrd
Building stones of Cambridge and the Sedgwick Hpseum1
Dr. J.11. tlcD. tlhltaker
·
Long Itchington, Dr. R.J. Clements
Bristol district - weekend meeting, Hr. A. Mathieson.
Quaternary geology of Derby area: Dr. P. 11111
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